Dear Commissioners,

...and a job well done!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eric Speed
PO Box 117
Strafford, NH 3884
Dear Commissioners,

a big THANK YOU

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Steepy
4 Live Oak Ct
Penfield, NY 14526
Dear Commissioners,

A step in the right direction! Good job!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Moll
8851 Wilson Ave
Parkville, MD 21234
Dear Commissioners,

A vote of thanks for the step in the right direction. Stay the course.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charles Anderson
65 Cranberry St
Wells, ME 4090
Dear Commissioners,

Addressing the crisis caused by emissions of greenhouse gases is among the most important challenges of our time. Please accord this issue all of the attention and good governance it deserves.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephen Spaulding
32 Fletcher Ln
Hollis, NH 3049
Dear Commissioners,

And thank you for taking responsibility by making CORRECT DECISIONS when our President and Federal government continue to prove they are incapable of doing so.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lois Jensen
27 Centerview Dr
Troy, NY 12180
Dear Commissioners,

As a grandmother, climate future is important to me. Thanks!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beverly Williams
438 Massachusetts Ave Apt 431
Arlington, MA 2474
Dear Commissioners,

As a mother, grandmother and great grandmother concerned with having a livable earth for current and future generations, I am especially grateful for your actions to protect our environment.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judith McElwain
1 Jefferson Ferry Dr Apt 4335
South Setauket, NY 11720
Dear Commissioners,

As you know, one of the cities that has suffered greatly from power plant pollution is Bridgeport. I know of this from my time building houses with Habitat for Humanity.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sherry Jagerson
39 Woodside Ave
Westport, CT 6880
Dear Commissioners,

As you know, we have to do more at the state level since less is being done nationally.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Silversmith
260 New Mark Esplanade
Rockville, MD 20850
Dear Commissioners,

AT A TIME WHEN THE EPA DIRECTOR IS SELLING THE PLANET DOWN THE DRAIN, THIS REGIONAL RESPONSE IS THE BEST HOPE WE HAVE FOR THE ENVIRONMENT! THANK YOU!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judith Rosenblatt
305 W 98th St Apt 5ES
New York, NY 10025
Dear Commissioners,

BECAUSE CLIMATE CHANGE AFFECTS EVERYONE IN THE WORLD!!!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joyce Shiffrin
576 Eastern Pkwy Apt 3H
Brooklyn, NY 11225
Dear Commissioners,

Clean energy is the future. We can rebuild our economy by investing in renewables, which will be a burgeoning Global market within the next two to five years or we can slip from global leadership and continue the same old energy policy.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Stephens
49 Pawnee Pkwy
Buffalo, NY 14210
Dear Commissioners,

Clean energy is the way to go. thanks

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Heather Mullane
9 Whitman Trl
Westminster, MA 1473
Dear Commissioners,

Clean renewable energy is the future!

Thank you for being progressive & supporting our planet!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beverly Propen
185 Crocker Ct
Orange, CT 6477
Dear Commissioners,

Clean renewable energy is the path to combating Global Climate change. New York needs to be bold in supporting renewable energy and getting off fossil fuels.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Fanniff
3 Blackburn Way
Latham, NY 12110
Dear Commissioners,

Cleaner, more efficient energy is an important first step in fighting the pollution that causes climate change. Please extend the benefits from RGGI to fight pollution from vehicles and heating fuels too.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Miriam Koren
30 Greenridge Ave Apt 2E
White Plains, NY 10605
Dear Commissioners,

Climate change is one of the biggest challenges facing our world today. I applaud your efforts in combating climate change and being a leader in this very important fight.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Melanie Roth
50 Pickering St
Danvers, MA 1923
Dear Commissioners,

Climate change is real and it is here. Rather than wait for other nations to develop the best alternative energy technology and services, America can and should! Clean, green, and alternative energy is the future, and it just may save ours.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Matthew VanBrooklin
662 County Route 23
Harrisville, NY 13648
Dear Commissioners,

Congratulations on your efforts to address the issue of climate change in a concrete way.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Scherkenbach
21 Beech St
Belmont, MA 2478
Dear Commissioners,

Dear Governor and Congressmen and Congresswomen, I was working through the Sierra Club on RGGI when it was first being proposed and was a strong supporter. I am so very happy that the Northeast is once again leading the way to clean energy and doing it as a coordinated entity. I am so proud that you are continuing the efforts.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Blossom Hoag
303 Linden Ponds Way Unit 301
Hingham, MA 2043
Dear Commissioners,

Dear Governor Baker. I want to applaud your leadership on clean energy and responsible climate change policy in the Commonwealth. Bravo across the board. Do please make efforts to be especially supportive of the more economically depressed communities who are always the most negatively impacted by pollution and contamination. Thanks again!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lloyd Williams
119 Jackson Ln
Barre, MA 1005
Dear Commissioners,

divest from fossil fuels !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Renee Rizzo
365 W 28th St Apt 17F
New York, NY 10001
Dear Commissioners,

During this record-breaking hurricane season, this message seems even more urgent! - Thanks

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Denise Croteau
241 Walker Bungalow Rd
Portsmouth, NH 3801
Dear Commissioners,

Facing the Future together.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

George Levesque
29 Pratt Ave Apt 11
Lowell, MA 1851
Dear Commissioners,

For taking your responsibility and duty to our world seriously, thank you for saving our earth and not give in to greed, profit and indifference.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marietta Scaltrito
329 Mosely Ave
Staten Island, NY 10312
Dear Commissioners,

For the sake of our economy, public health, our children and grandchildren's futures, and the beauty of NH, I want to thank you for your support for RGGI!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beverly Edwards
41 Twillingate Rd
Temple, NH 3084
Dear Commissioners,

Future generations' resources, health and prosperity is dependent on us acting immediately, significantly and broadly.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Matthew Genaze
334 Harvard St
Cambridge, MA 2139
Dear Commissioners,

Global climate disruption is literally the most important issue in the world, because if we don't deal with it, almost every other problem in the world will get even worse than it would otherwise: health care needs, public health issues, war, needs of refugees, immigration, housing, security, infrastructure, and--both directly and via all the above--the economy, especially global poverty.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amy Fass
330 Haven Av.
New York, NY 10033
Dear Commissioners,

God bless you in your efforts to protect our environment!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Takako Mato
2605 Dakota St
Bryans Road, MD 20616
Dear Commissioners,

God Bless You!!!!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Roberts
6079 Melbourne Ave
Deale, MD 20751
Dear Commissioners,

Good work people.

Paul

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paul Zendzian
14 Hanna Rd
Worcester, MA 1602
Dear Commissioners,

Governor Hogan, your vote for more 'clean' energy puts you on the RIGHT side of history! Our State appreciates your help.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christopher Scherer
10 Parkway Apt E
Greenbelt, MD 20770
Dear Commissioners,

Governor Hogan, I have only voted for an "R" in local and state government elections a very small handful of times in my life (2 maybe 3), and each time with great regret as they then voted rank and file. I am so impressed with how you have handled governing this great state I am for the first time in many years considering placing my future vote with you, you are proving to me that bipartisanship can work.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeff Davis
PO Box 985
Chestertown, MD 21620
Dear Commissioners,

Great decision!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debbie Farr

646 N Stark Hwy

Weare, NH 3281
Dear Commissioners,

How wonderful it would be if the energy and commitment demonstrated in the Northeast could be put into service of spurring the same in other parts of the US. Perhaps that's the very best use of a national reputation.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kay Byram
429 Edgell Rd
Framingham, MA 1701
Dear Commissioners,

I also encourage you to adhere to the GWSA by stopping all new gas infrastructure in the state and deliberately moving towards 100% energy from renewables so we can meet our legal targets and have a sustainable future for your and my children and all who follow.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Barthel
50 Asylum St
Mendon, MA 1756
Dear Commissioners,

I am certainly not a Scientist but a lay person who can see the destruction from using the different types of fossil fuel. We need to do all we can to get to a time when our air is clean, our water is safe and we are growing our economy by the use of sustainable energy sources and also not destroying our wonderful National Parks and other public lands to pad the pockets of the already filftly rich. Thank you for believing and taking such steps needed.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Schubert
4274 Sycamore Dr
Hampstead, MD 21074
Dear Commissioners,

I am planning to move from a high rise in NYC to a house and the first improvement I am planning to make is the addition of solar roof panels. Keep up the good work.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Mahaney
70 La Salle St Apt 9F
New York, NY 10027
Dear Commissioners,

I am proud of NY leading the way to a future that protects the planet and it's citizens. Thank you Gov Cuomo for moving us in the right direction. It will be a boon to our climate and economy.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marsha Zoback
9902 3rd Ave Apt 5F
Brooklyn, NY 11209
Dear Commissioners,

I am so proud to be a New Yorker. Our Governor and our Attorney General are leading the way in resisting the damaging, short-sighted, and selfish actions of so many (temporary?) members of the American government. Thanks to all who were part of this.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Hayward
776 Bronx River Rd
Bronxville, NY 10708
Dear Commissioners,

I am so proud to live in Maryland where we have leadership such as this. We must have clean energy and water.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janet Schlosser
8601 Roaming Ridge Way
Odenton, MD 21113
Dear Commissioners,

I am very grateful to live in New York with such sensible leaders, concerned about our health and the future of our planet, while increasing job opportunities! Thanks!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

M Doretta Cornell
155 Benic Pl
Hawthorne, NY 10532
Dear Commissioners,

I appreciate your standing up for our environment by supporting clean energy, and, in particular, for banning fracking in Maryland.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Winner
204 Baybourne Dr
Arnold, MD 21012
Dear Commissioners,

I can't thank you enough, on behalf of my children and all the children of New York State!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nicole Labarbera
50 Harbor Dr
Sag Harbor, NY 11963
Dear Commissioners,

I deeply appreciate your taking this action!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Griggs
147 Mosley Dr Apt 2
Syracuse, NY 13206
Dear Commissioners,

I greatly appreciate you taking a strong step to reducing greenhouse gases and lessening the health impacts to the citizens of Rhode Island!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jim Turek
345 Arcadia Road
Hope Valley, RI 2882
Dear Commissioners,

I know I can count on you

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paul Manson
447 Westminster Rd
Brooklyn, NY 11218
Dear Commissioners,

I know that Maine can be a leader on this important issue. The future for all business, workers, families and the elderly will be better because you have supported RGGI.

Thank you!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Kepner
3 River Ln
York, ME 3909
Dear Commissioners,

I live in a rural, low-income area where many people heat with dirty wood-fired boilers and stoves. We'll all breathe more easily in the winter when we can switch to clean cold-climate heat pumps!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Evan Lawrence
110 Jerome Dr
Cambridge, NY 12816
Dear Commissioners,

I moved to this region in large part because of public transit in Boston. Please consider more robust public transit to help reduce travel pollution?

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sally Kiebdaj
PO Box 381387
Cambridge, MA 2238
Dear Commissioners,

I reached out to ask for this and am happy you are pushing for stronger standards that benefit all of us and our future. I look forward to seeing you continue to push for Massachusetts to be a leader in sustainability and climate resilience.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Courtney Brown
39 Beechcroft St Apt 1
Brighton, MA 2135
Dear Commissioners,

I so appreciate all efforts to heal, restore and protect the environment. The earth supports all life and your efforts supports earth. Thank you!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Victoria Oltarsh
16 Washington St
Nyack, NY 10960
Dear Commissioners,

I suspect you all are getting more petitions and mail this year than ever before! Thank you for your work to care for and protect the people of our state and our natural resources.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amy Kramer Perry
91 Court St
Dover, NH 3820
Dear Commissioners,

I write as a parent, early childhood educator and advocate, and person of faith. Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janet Matthews
274 N Centre Ave Apt 43B
Rockville Centre, NY 11570
Dear Commissioners,

If it supports clean energy, creates jobs and makes our world a healthier place I'm all for it.

THANKS.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gwen Irish
11 Lowry Rd
Framingham, MA 1701
Dear Commissioners,

IF only all states would do the same and counter the Trump administrations attack on humanity.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people’s lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Monique Clague
58 Red Fox Way
Keene, NY 12942
Dear Commissioners,

I'm glad we can count on you!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alice Horner
6121 Montrose Rd
Rockville, MD 20852
Dear Commissioners,

I'm proud to be a citizen of New York State and hope that we continue to lead the fight for clean energy.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Lobb
130 Hollyvale Dr
Rochester, NY 14618
Dear Commissioners,

I'm so happy we are making steps to care for our environment together!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Heather Sharkey
70 Collinsbrook Rd
Brunswick, ME 4011
Dear Commissioners,

In we’re to make true overall lasting progress on climate change, these regional states must also adopt a carbon pollution tax and soon!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anne Jameson
4292 Hollister Hill Rd
Marshfield, VT 5658
Dear Commissioners,

Incentive programs like RGGI are vitally important in combatting climate change and saving the planet. Thank you for seeing its value, and please strengthen and expand more programs like RGGI.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Emily Johnson
24 Monroe St
Concord, NH 3301
Dear Commissioners,

It is also heartening to see the New York response to Puerto Rico in its time of need.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Pascal
3728 90th St
Jackson Heights, NY 11372
Dear Commissioners,

It is criminal that our national government is acting to rescind regulations the Obama administration established to fight climate change.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eila Kokkinen
300 Houtman Rd Apt B
Saugerties, NY 12477
Dear Commissioners,

It is good to see that you were able to protect our environment even with all the budget mess. I don't think our Gov will read this but whoever is could suggest to the Gov to invite the leading lawmakers of both parties into a conference with him and lock themselves into the room until the budget is settled, like in the days of Pres Teddy Roosevelt.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Steve Morrell
41 Middlecroft Rd
Burlington, CT 6013
Dear Commissioners,

It is incredibly important that we fund efficiency work through Efficiency Maine—especially for low income households. It is far more efficacious to spend this money on efficiency than on buying fuel which does not ultimately benefit the Maine taxpayer or the local economy!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Becky Bartovics
273 N Shore Rd
North Haven, ME 4853
Dear Commissioners,

It is nice to know some republicans are working for a bipartisan future that is positive.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Li Fo
85 Kerouach Rd
Wellfleet, MA 2667
Dear Commissioners,

IT'S THE FUTURE - LET'S GET ON IT

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Hood
29000 Ridge Rd
Mount Airy, MD 21771
Dear Commissioners,

Joining the U.S. Climate Alliance and supporting national carbon pricing or implementing a state carbon pricing system would be good next steps.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Husband
10 Mallard Ct
Litchfield, NH 3052
Dear Commissioners,

Keep it going!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Aileen Kelley
158 Cottage St Apt 2F
Boston, MA 2128
Dear Commissioners,

Keep up the progressive and proactive decisions!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Foley
225 Munger Hill Rd
Westfield, MA 1085
Dear Commissioners,

Leading on clean energy will improve the quality of life for everyone in Maryland. Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nina Forsythe
53 Centennial St
Frostburg, MD 21532
Dear Commissioners,

LEGALIZE WEED!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Detato
564 Evansville Rd
Brownington, VT 5860
Dear Commissioners,

Let's also keep Efficiency Maine strong and keep helping people invest and convert to sustainable, clean energy sources. Thanks for your help!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gail Wilmott
180 Peaceful Point Rd
Waltham, ME 4605
Dear Commissioners,

Let's change air conditioning, one of the biggest carbon polluters in our country. Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Helen Applebaum
75 Buckingham Rd
New Milford, CT 6776
Dear Commissioners,

Let's make New York state a leader on this issue.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tracy Griswold
1360 Midland Ave Apt TD
Bronxville, NY 10708
Dear Commissioners,

Love ya...Gov! Keep up the Good Work!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrew Tomasuolo
558 Clawson St
Staten Island, NY 10306
Dear Commissioners,

Maine, the way life should be. Let's try to keep it that way, and even return to less polluted times and make it even better. Thank you for your forward thinking and listening to the people of Maine.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Montress Kenniston
33 Penwood Dr
Kennebunk, ME 4043
Dear Commissioners,

Make NY clean and habitable for all species!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wendy Ryden
40 Irving Pl
Oyster Bay, NY 11771
Dear Commissioners,

Makes me proud to be a New Yorker!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Shafer
7307 S Abbott Rd
Hamburg, NY 14075
Dear Commissioners,

Many thanks!!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marisa Coluccio
1361 W 6th St
Brooklyn, NY 11204
Dear Commissioners,

Maryland sets the leadership example on climate. Thank you. Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pat Beach
17320 Quaker Ln Apt B20
Sandy Spring, MD 20860
Dear Commissioners,

Mostly just thank you!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ryan Lugo
28940 Kemptown Rd
Damascus, MD 20872
Dear Commissioners,

Mother Earth is our only home. We must protect it for the benefit of all life forms.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joyce Greenberg
PO Box 238
Highmount, NY 12441
Dear Commissioners,

My church here in Sussex Co. has made our venue extremely energy efficient, has solar collectors. We were the first to join the Delaware Interfaith Power & Light. We continue to pursue community outreach.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Williams
9 Enfield Ln
Lewes, DE 19958
Dear Commissioners,

My family and I are so pleased about your decision - thank you! Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anneliese Schultz
76 Lawrence Rd
Gray, ME 4039
Dear Commissioners,

Now ban the plastic bags from grocery stores in New York City.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Valerie Molof
301 E 22nd St Apt 2L
New York, NY 10010
Dear Commissioners,

Now is the time to move forward to a 100% clean, renewable energy national program. Delaware can be a leader by supporting creation of a carbon tax which has already gained some bipartisan political clout.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Frey
30424 Marina Rd
Dagsboro, DE 19939
Dear Commissioners,

Now quit screwing taxpayers and commuters and eliminate tolls on the Massachusetts Turnpike which is unfairly charging commuters who have to drive east and west into the city while those who drive North and South and actually use most of the big dig's outcomes get a free ride!!!!! Complete BS!!!!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

S. Robertson
17 Grove St
Shrewsbury, MA 1545
Dear Commissioners,

Now we have to work on the pipelines! Thank you

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alix Keast
214 Riverside Dr Apt 502
New York, NY 10025
Dear Commissioners,

Now what we need is statewide policy that encourages further development of solar power and the well paid clean energy jobs it will create.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pamela Blake
4 Starboard Ln
Freeport, ME 4032
Dear Commissioners,

Our family and community sincerely appreciate your efforts! Thank you. Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stacey Hawkins
10012 Dubarry St
Glenn Dale, MD 20769
Dear Commissioners,

Our future depends on moving to clean energy now. Thank you and keep up the momentum!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alisa Eilenberg
3006 Arlington Ave
Bronx, NY 10463
Dear Commissioners,

Our President has failed to comprehend the importance of squelching greenhouse gases but thank G_d our Governor understands.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jay Blackman
1566 Gary St
East Meadow, NY 11554
Dear Commissioners,

Please continue to advocate for clean energy - it's vital to our planet's survival.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Bator
56 Phelps St
Easthampton, MA 1027
Dear Commissioners,

Please continue to do all you can to decrease Maryland's contribution to greenhouse gas emissions through increasing efficiency, decreasing fossil fuel use and growing the clean-energy economy.

All best wishes.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janet Gingold
13107 Whiteholm Dr
Upper Marlboro, MD 20774
Dear Commissioners,

Please continue to fight the Trump Administration's efforts to reverse what progress we have made. Thank you.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lani Bauer
11 Justin Cir
Henrietta, NY 14467
Dear Commissioners,

Please continue to invest in clean power and renewable energy sources. Thank you for your leadership.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sean Ferguson
507 Carbon St Apt 4A
Syracuse, NY 13208
Dear Commissioners,

Please continue your strong leadership and Blessings to you and your loved ones.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Edythe Ann Quinn
903 County Highway 3
Unadilla, NY 13849
Dear Commissioners,

Please do more. Follow this great agreement up by blocking all pipelines through our state!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ross Pinkerton
1635 Lexington Ave Apt 4C
New York, NY 10029
Dear Commissioners,

Please do not let the power plant in Burrillville move forward!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thomasin Kellermann
500 Mendon Rd Unit 111
Cumberland, RI 2864
Dear Commissioners,

Please expedite the implementation of the RGGI.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rita Houlihan
895 W End Ave Apt 5C
New York, NY 10025
Dear Commissioners,

Please have the great vision to make New York lead the US into a clean Green economy, for the world's sake.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Chris Pan Launois
131 W 85th St
New York, NY 10024
Dear Commissioners,

Please help us continue this fight for Mother Natures energy!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Rauff
217 Cahoun Rd
Greene, NY 13778
Dear Commissioners,

Proud to live in a state where leaders care about our health and our children's future.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Hope Farrior
9223 Adelaide Dr
Bethesda, MD 20817
Dear Commissioners,

ramp it up big time!!!!!!!!!! help our kids and 7 gens to come breathe fresh air and drink clean water.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

June Sendrowski
218 High St
Brooklin, ME 4616
Dear Commissioners,

Really glad you did this.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

kate lind
12 victory court
newburgh, NY 12550
Dear Commissioners,

Reinstating and implementing more benefits for going solar, for individuals and companies, would also be a big step forward!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rae Urban
32 Marshall Brook Rd
Southwest Harbor, ME 4679
Dear Commissioners,

Renewable energy is CHEAPER than fossil fuels. This just makes economic sense, more than anything. Seize renewable power.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dean Stevens
22 Clearwater Rd
Chestnut Hill, MA 2467
Dear Commissioners,

Respectfully submitted

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Kanter
14489 Bittersweet Dr
Hughesville, MD 20637
Dear Commissioners,

RGGI NEEDS TO BE AUGMENTED AND EXPANDED. THIS PROGRAM CAN DO A LOT OF GOOD, BUT IT IS ONLY A FIRST STEP TOWARDS THE CLEAN ENERGY FUTURE WE MUST HAVE.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Ricketts
207 Riverside Rd
Edgewater, MD 21037
Dear Commissioners,

Right on! Carl

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carl Grimm
5 Cook Ln
Croton on Hudson, NY 10520
Dear Commissioners,

Sincere thanks for your efforts to save the planet!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Clapp
17 7th St
Harwich, MA 2645
Dear Commissioners,

Special thanks from Eastham!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paul Angell
PO Box 295
North Eastham, MA 2651
Dear Commissioners,

Stop Global Warming NOW, of nothing else we do will matter.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Philip Dooley
192 Goose Ln
Tolland, CT 6084
Dear Commissioners,

Thank for supporting RGGI.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donald Williams
43 Old Airport Rd
Harrington, DE 19952
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you again for doing the right thing.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Seewagen
9925 Whitworth Way
Ellicott City, MD 21042
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for your support of RGGI.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Troland
2553 Rockville Centre Pkwy
Oceanside, NY 11572
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for all you have done, and your efforts to put Massachusetts further on the path of energy independence of dirty, polluting sources. Wishing you further success in your arduous work and intelligent leadership. Your constituent

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Magda Gabor-Hotchkiss
2-4 Rolling Hls
Lenox, MA 1240
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for being our governor and all that you have done for us. Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peggy Ricci
11 Freight House Rd
Corinth, NY 12822
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for considering our environment & future!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karol Olkowski
394 Baynes St
Buffalo, NY 14213
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for 'doing the right thing' for our citizens and our citizens of the future. Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Tolliver
339 Eastern St Apt B306
New Haven, CT 6513
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for doing the right thing, when it is needed most.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rob Stein
12 Tebelt Ln
West Hurley, NY 12491
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for encouraging our state to move forward on clean energy!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Claire Wayner
632 St Johns Rd
Baltimore, MD 21210
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for keeping Maryland on the right track for the future!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Burtnick
2608 Bradshaw Ter
Silver Spring, MD 20905
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for leading the way!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Schroeder
14 Woodvue Rd
Windham, NH 3087
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for taking important steps to protect our climate, our environment and our planet and for showing the NH knows that climate change is real and actions to take in response to it.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michelle Ramauro
37 Grant St
Keene, NH 3431
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for taking steps and working together to make a brighter future for all! Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joanne Kaplan
145 Central Park W Apt 14B
New York, NY 10023
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for what you have done. And despite our financial difficulties i hope you will commit the state to doing more in the future so we can meet our greenhouse gas reduction targets. Thank you for your service.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Royal Graves
21 Prospect St
Wethersfield, CT 6109
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for your foresight in seeing the benefits of renewable energy for us and the children of the future.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Crane
28 Fencourt Rd
Canton, MA 2021
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for your leadership. It is sorely needed right now. Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Estrella Cibreiro
35 Barbara Rd
Tolland, CT 6084
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for your leadership. We are called to do even more. Let's join to keep working to do all we can!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lisa Kinney
8 Woodrow Ln
Port Deposit, MD 21904
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you from my family and all of the families who work with EES. www.eesgogreen.com

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leticia Colon
393 Palisado ave
Windsor, CT 6095
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you from the bottom of my heart. Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Turner
23 Lyng St
Dartmouth, MA 2747
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you Governor Baker!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ruth Oduor
53 Pillings Pond Rd
Lynnfield, MA 1940
Dear Commissioners,

Thank You Governor Cuomo, US Senator Chuck Shumer, and US Senator Kristen Gillibrand, and also my local leaders Brad Hoylman, NY Senate and Jerry Nadler, NYC Rep... we love you guys who work for our benefit unceasingly.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jone Noveck
446 W 47th St Apt 5D
New York, NY 10036
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you Governor! My husband and I put solar panels up on our commercial building in Wolfeboro this past Spring. I'm glad to see the State supports our efforts and those in the future as well.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lenore Clark
115 Spruce Rd
Wolfeboro, NH 3894
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you on behalf of the Nature Discovery Center, (formerly The Little Nature Museum) for your support of climate protection, pollution reduction, and for proposing a stronger RGGI. The Museum has offered nature and environmental education for more than 60 years. We trust you will continue to support initiatives which continue to work for a clean environment. Thank you.

Sandra W. Martin, Director/Founder
Nature Discovery Center (formerly The Little Nature Museum)

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,
Sandra Martin
216 Tucker Dr
Hopkinton, NH 3229
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you so much!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maude Rith
540 Main St
Etna, NY 13062
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you state officials.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leslie And Don Bush
PO Box 65
Cherryfield, ME 4622
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Shannahan
1615 Greenspring Dr
Lutherville Timonium, MD 21093
Dear Commissioners,

THANK YOU! Now let us concentrate on renewable power!!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Emery Goff
158 Middle
Farmington, ME 4938
Dear Commissioners,

thank you!!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Opderbeck
714 Storrs Rd
Storrs, CT 6268
Dear Commissioners,

THANK YOU!!!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Hart
PO Box 461
Peterborough, NH 3458
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you, Mr Sununu for your forward thinking regarding independent clean energy.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Hunt Nickerson
219 Meadow St
Sanbornville, NH 3872
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you, thank you, thank you! This is so, so important for our children and grandchildren and great-grandchildren....

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jean Deupree
1674 Profile Rd
Franconia, NH 3580
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diane Bold
2 Valley View Dr
Victor, NY 14564
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michelle Bilodeau-Lanne
21 Fenimore Pl
Gansevoort, NY 12831
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you. It is critical to make every effort to significantly reduce pollution and expand jobs and opportunities for everyone. I am proud to be a clean energy consumer by choice, and am happy to see every effort being made to ensure clean energy is affordable for all.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dorcas Robinson
8305 Meadowbrook Ln
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
Dear Commissioners,

THANKS

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

K Aiken
4640 Hawksbury Rd
Baltimore, MD 21208
Dear Commissioners,

Thanks a million.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joan Cummings
297 Sabin St Unit 21
Putnam, CT 6260
Dear Commissioners,

Thanks again!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Hungershafer
22 Elizabeth Dr
Voorheesville, NY 12186
Dear Commissioners,

Thanks for projecting our environment!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Conrad Garcia
3888 Fountain St
Clinton, NY 13323
Dear Commissioners,

Thanks!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Venter
170 Cranes Crook Ln
Annapolis, MD 21401
Dear Commissioners,

Thanks!!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christopher Hoffmann
5417 Purlington Way
Baltimore, MD 21212
Dear Commissioners,

Thanks,

Brooke

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brooke Richard
11 Porpoise Way
Portsmouth, NH 1985
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for taking one small step in the right direction

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Callie Willis
126 Old Orchard Way
Warren, VT 5674
Dear Commissioners,

Thanx for all you've done for our great state!!!!!! Keep up the great work.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Boaz Kanarek
8935 Moline St Fl 2
Queens Village, NY 11428
Dear Commissioners,

The future of our children and our planet are at stake.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Libbie Botting
56 Bromley Rd
Pittsford, NY 14534
Dear Commissioners,

THESE ARE ALL IMPORTANT STEPS. THANKS AGAIN!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lesley Brill
64 W University St
Alfred, NY 14802
Dear Commissioners,

These days I'm thinking about my grandchildren and their world in 2020!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tina Letcher
67 Stonehenge Rd
Kingston, RI 2881
Dear Commissioners,

This action is great start. Let's continue the progress!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David R. Guinnup
228 Channing Dr
Bear, DE 19701
Dear Commissioners,

This is a great step forward, but we have the opportunity to do so much more to help the lives of our fellow citizens!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tawnya Smith
7 Farrington St
Foxboro, MA 2035
Dear Commissioners,

This will be a great blessing for all of the NE!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sheryl Collins
55 Hawthorne Ave
Albany, NY 12203
Dear Commissioners,

We are suffering from climate change, and every effort to slow it must be taken. Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Trupin
143 School St
Marshfield, VT 5658
Dear Commissioners,

We couldn’t be happier with "going solar" which has been highly effective to reduce our electricity use, even though Syracuse is the cloudiest city in the northeast!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sonia Kragh
107 Cross Rd
Syracuse, NY 13224
Dear Commissioners,

We have a lot of challenges to deal with to reach and maintain a healthy environment. And the effort must continue to keep the environment healthy once we get there. As made obvious by the toxic algae blooms recently, we must take responsibility for and work toward reaching a healthy environment.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Groff
1222 Arnold Bay Rd
Panton, VT 5491
Dear Commissioners,

we have to plan for a sustainable future

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John & Edith Root
1316 County Route 13
Old Chatham, NY 12136
Dear Commissioners,

WE HAVE TO TRY HARDER TO GO GREEN!!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jim Taylor
PO Box 334
Houlton, ME 4730
Dear Commissioners,

We must do more!!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Cusano
5 Otter Trl
Westport, CT 6880
Dear Commissioners,

We must make a commitment and take positive actions to have clean air, water and earth.....NOW

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eleanore Sudbrock
6035 Broadway Apt 7A
Bronx, NY 10471
Dear Commissioners,

We must meet protect our environment.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sissy Aron
10 Brookview Ln
New Milford, CT 6776
Dear Commissioners,

We need to continue, and do more!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diana Bain
2657 Hemenway Rd
Bridport, VT 5734
Dear Commissioners,

We need to do more to promote production of local clean energy. Decentralized solar keeps power local and less susceptible to distribution outages from storms.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Letendre
140 Cass St
Portsmouth, NH 3801
Dear Commissioners,

We need you to develop a new sustainable energy economy - which will provide manufacturing, jobs and investments. Thank you.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Ciesielski
53 Chatham Ave
Buffalo, NY 14216
Dear Commissioners,

Well done, thank you!!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Norton
PO Box 4334
Ithaca, NY 14852
Dear Commissioners,

Wise decision-Thank You!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alan and Kelly Sweatman
826 Country Club Rd
Havre De Grace, MD 21078
Dear Commissioners,

Wow - we need more of this commitment to energy and our planet throughout the country and throughout the world.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deborah Calloway
220 Stratton Brook Rd
West Simsbury, CT 6092
Dear Commissioners,

You are a climate leader. Thank you!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Freeman
253 Silverstone Rd
Remsen, NY 13438
Dear Commissioners,

You are giving the help that communities really need.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Rosin
601 Surf Ave Apt 2K
Brooklyn, NY 11224
Dear Commissioners,

you can't save the world AFTER it's too late!!!

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Star Star
21 Linden St Apt A
Somersworth, NH 3878
Dear Commissioners,

You have made adjusting to climate change a significant part of your program as Governor, and I appreciate that.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Rosenthal
343 E 30th St Apt 17A
New York, NY 10016
Dear Commissioners,

Your efforts are greatly appreciated.

Regards, Nate

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nathaniel Lapides
19 Peck Ave
Barrington, RI 2806
Dear Commissioners,

Your leadership recognizes the importance of protecting our environment, including a future with clean energy. Your action to support RGGI, along with the banning of fracking in NYS show you care about New Yorkers. Thanks for your vision.

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Annemarie Jason
61 Claremont Ave
Buffalo, NY 14222
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Hood
29000 Ridge Road
Mount Airy, MD 21771
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

First_maine Last_maine
44 Oak St Ste 301
Portland, ME 4101
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

First_connecticut Last_connecticut
2074 Park St
Hartford, CT 6106
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Harry Harrison
11 Craven Ln
White Plains, NY 10605
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marian Meinen
367 Wadsworth Ave Apt 25
New York, NY 10040
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stuart Rubinow
19 Thatcher St Apt 5
Brookline, MA 2446
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nina Levine
194 3rd Ave
New York, NY 10003
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beth Darlington
124 Raymond Ave # 323
Poughkeepsie, NY 12604
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Miller
314 Montrose Ave
Essex, MD 21221
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Frank Walsh
18711 Sparkling Water Dr Apt A
Germantown, MD 20874
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Sorgeler
26435 Creekwood Cir
Long Neck, DE 19966
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kate Sherwood
96 Barnes St
Long Beach, NY 11561
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Merrill Frank
3325 92nd St Apt 5J
Jackson Heights, NY 11372
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jim Rettberg
746 Jones Rd
Vestal, NY 13850
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah Spengeman
8313 Roanoke Ave Apt 3
Takoma Park, MD 20912
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Caren Flashner
3 Emily Akers Apt 210
Washingtonville, NY 10992
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paul Kazmercyk
32 Forest Street Ext
Branford, CT 6405
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christine Roane
123 Bronson Ter
Springfield, MA 1108
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christopher Wyles
861 New Rd
Amherst, NY 14228
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Meya Law
7100 Mount Forest Ter
Forestville, MD 20747
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandy Sobanski
140 E 2nd St
Brooklyn, NY 11218
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Silas Belvin
10 Denver St
Lexington, MA 2421
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Torres
26 Hillside Rd
Carmel, NY 10512
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jo Walters
12 Chase Rd
Fairhaven, MA 2719
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amy Lund
3347 Old Lakeview Rd
Hamburg, NY 14075
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gena Krieger
704 Connolly Farms Rd
Fallston, MD 21047
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jessalyn Timson
1808 Bank St
Baltimore, MD 21231
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Larry Weingart
900 W 190th St Apt 5J
New York, NY 10040
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Stuart
11 Arlington St
Auburn, MA 1501
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Keith
16 Crosby St
New York, NY 10013
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nicole Esther
13 Tiedemann Ct
Monroe, NY 10950
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Birgit Sharp
585 Fairhaven Rd
Tracys Landing, MD 20779
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Priscilla Drake
3701 Willet Rd
Penn Yan, NY 14527
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jerry Lieblich
54 Lewis Ave Apt 1F
Brooklyn, NY 11206
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wayne Pipke
41 Fern St
Rocky Hill, CT 6067
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Lotterer
378 Fargo Ave
Buffalo, NY 14213
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Matt McElligott
279 Jericho Rd
Selkirk, NY 12158
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amy Winter
6530 Kissena Blvd
Flushing, NY 11367
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrew Costigan
200 Engamore Lane Apt 102
Norwood, MA 2062
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Benjamin Mastaitis
17 Prince Ct
Loudonville, NY 12211
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandra Joy
201 Clyde Rd
Bangor, ME 4401
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Swift
71 Elwood Rd
Londonderry, NH 3053
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eva Goss
57 Wentworth Hill Rd
Sandwich, NH 3227
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ben Spiegel
46 River Rdg
Wellesley, MA 2481
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wilma Dull
255 E 49th St Apt 22F
New York, NY 10017
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kahlil Goodwyn
30 Montrose Ave Apt 22Q
Brooklyn, NY 11206
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peter Von Au
35 Riverwalk Way Unit 119
Lowell, MA 1854
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Markowitz
151 W 86th St
New York, NY 10024
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Haley Kelly
9010 Simms Ave
Parkville, MD 21234
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Myles Hunt
920 Eastern Pkwy
Brooklyn, NY 11213
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charles Page
6522 Nightingale Ct
New Market, MD 21774
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Than Hansen
1102 49th Ave Apt 5N
Long Island City, NY 11101
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Randi Field
9307 Long Branch Pkwy
Silver Spring, MD 20901
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Scott Cohen
435A Classon Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11238
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alexander Brebner
139 Saint Felix St
Brooklyn, NY 11217
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rob Roberts
1908 Forest Dr Ste 1F
Annapolis, MD 21401
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Todd Vachon
342 Westchester Rd
Colchester, CT 6415
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Kramarck
153 Taylors Bridge Rd
Townsend, DE 19734
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deborah Beattie
745 Kilgor Ct
Newark, DE 19702
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jane Salgado
8717 250th St
Bellerose, NY 11426
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cody O'Leary
59 River St
Winooski, VT 5404
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marlena Lange
23 Royce Ave
Middletown, NY 10940
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Adinah Barnett
17 Atlantic St
Portland, ME 4101
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kevin Kurtz
117 Maybrooke Rd
Rochester, NY 14618
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elba M Dube
202 Cramer Ave
Walkersville, MD 21793
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Martin Gromulat
61 S Lawn Ave
Elmsford, NY 10523
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ryan Houlette
11 Newman St
Cambridge, MA 2140
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Claire McCoy
1 Chapin Way Unit 1063
Northampton, MA 1063
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Annique Boomsma
66 Harkness Rd
Pelham, MA 1002
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brian Snow
6446 Galway Dr
Clarksville, MD 21029
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ralph Stolecki
36 Copley Ave
Waltham, MA 2452
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephen La Serra
52 High St
Stoneham, MA 2180
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Justine Koontz
5810 Lakeview Dr
Eldersburg, MD 21784
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jack Polonka
1419 Longview Ave
Peekskill, NY 10566
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Caroline Beasley-Baker
250 Ashland Pl Apt 31E
Brooklyn, NY 11217
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dominique Edmondson
10706 Wyld Dr
Upper Marlboro, MD 20772
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ashia Castendyk
2 Cedar Knl
Boxford, MA 1921
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mark Molloy
34 Butler Pl Apt 17
Brooklyn, NY 11238
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Sills
15 Liberty St Apt 14
Easthampton, MA 1027
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Arthur Schurr
369 Warren St
Brooklyn, NY 11201
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tom Jezek
42 Bedford St
Bath, ME 4530
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Keil
8421 Freyman Dr
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol Holley
155 Garth Rd Apt 1H
Scarsdale, NY 10583
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maria Asteinza
7337 Austin St Apt 6D
Forest Hills, NY 11375
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,
Elizabeth Schaal
9767 Pearson Rd
Middleport, NY 14105
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marion Glick
229 Stony Creek Rd
Branford, CT 6405
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tracy Sallows
415 W 50th St Apt 4R
New York, NY 10019
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Emily Blank
3718 Shepherd St
Brentwood, MD 20722
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joanna Kapner
100 La Salle St Apt 12F
New York, NY 10027
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Addie Smock
469 Eastern Pkwy
Brooklyn, NY 11216
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Castelli-Hill
518 Sweet Hollow Rd
Melville, NY 11747
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Julie Burris
401 Bretton Pl
Baltimore, MD 21218
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lynn Clancy
24 Oakhurst Cir
Needham, MA 2492
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cameron Dupuis
7230 Silver Thorn Way
Beltsville, MD 20705
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Aaron Ucko
503 Pleasant Dr
Rockville, MD 20850
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Valerie Ritter
392 Main St
Bolton, MA 1740
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Meryl Pinque
615 Odlin Rd
Bangor, ME 4401
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deborah Broderick
104 Winding Brook Rd
Newbury, NH 3255
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diane West
7 Valerie Dr
Plainville, MA 2762
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Allen Altman
PO Box 441
Great Barrington, MA 1230
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Theresa Wiecezak
25 Jefferson St
New Hyde Park, NY 11040
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jinn Ngo
1965 Coleman St
Brooklyn, NY 11234
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Loretta Ryan
92 Van Cortlandt Park S Apt 4A
Bronx, NY 10463
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leslie Bereck
13 Mary Ave
Mahopac, NY 10541
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandra Lane
4030 Harris Hill Rd
Buffalo, NY 14221
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deborah Stein
36 Plaza St E Apt 10F
Brooklyn, NY 11238
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Virginia Hamel
13403 Country Ridge Dr
Germantown, MD 20874
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cathie-Jo Brun
4001 Jockey St
Ballston Lake, NY 12019
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brittney Barr
199 Pierce St
Westbrook, ME 4092
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Teresia LaFleur
80 Moore Rd
Sudbury, MA 1776
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diane Young
11 Hog Bay Rd
Franklin, ME 4634
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barry Kosherick
4 Monterey Ln
Framingham, MA 1701
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gerald Janauer

1978 Weston-Andover Rd
Andover, VT 5143
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Brewer
93 Wayside Rd
Portland, ME 4102
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joan Schwartz
225 High St
Brookline, MA 2445
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary McCoy
400 Indiantown Farm Ln
Centreville, MD 21617
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Benjamen Wetherill
400 Vfw Pkwy
Chestnut Hill, MA 2467
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rhoda Levine
18 E 8th St Apt 2A
New York, NY 10003
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brian Fink
380 13th St Apt 2
Brooklyn, NY 11215
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Emily Abbott
60 Otis St
Needham, MA 2492
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Moore
311 Cedar Ave
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Manju Hertzig
303 W 66th St
New York, NY 10023
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Caroline-Morgane de Provence
7 Loose Strife Dr
Hopewell Junction, NY 12533
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Bailey
17 Forest Glen Rd
Reading, MA 1867
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Krista Fischler
20 Big Hollow Rd
Lake George, NY 12845
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

April Arrington
5637 Harpers Farm Rd
Columbia, MD 21044
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carole Smudin
PO Box 123
Bridgewater, MA 2324
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kevin Kilner
80 Sparkill Ave
Tappan, NY 10983
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janet Harmon
97 Fort Washington Ave Apt 5F
New York, NY 10032
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janet Cantwell
86 Dame Rd
Center Tuftonboro, NH 3816
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janine Moore
32 Gilman St
Waterville, ME 4901
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Gibbs
32 Allen Rd
Norwalk, CT 6851
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charles Huber
1220 Owings Rd
Westminster, MD 21157
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kate Fruedman
3 Fox Meadow Ln
Lloyd Harbor, NY 11743
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Justin Velella
3442 Harold St
Oceanside, NY 11572
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cindy Schultz
3624 Tuscala St
Seaford, NY 11783
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Liz Giletto
1225 W Hubbell Hill Rd
Margaretville, NY 12455
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mark Leiner
680 Long Hill Ave
Shelton, CT 6484
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cindy Sherburne
14 Sullivans Ct
West Newbury, MA 1985
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Johanessen
150 Hope St Apt 13
Stamford, CT 6906
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sharon Longyear
2765 Hyatt St
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rita D
205 W End Ave
New York, NY 10023
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Frona Vicksell
163 The Valley Rd
Concord, MA 1742
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kelly Fiske
495 Central St
Harrisville, RI 2830
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Aist
11811 Duckettown Rd
Laurel, MD 20708
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Ellen Weiner
151 Great Quarter Rd
Sandy Hook, CT 6482
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Messerschmitt
13 Crescent St # R
Biddeford, ME 4005
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Martin Plovnick
67 Risley Rd
Chestnut Hill, MA 2467
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Toni Lapointe
291 Springfield St
Chicopee, MA 1013
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

R Martire
201 E 17th St Apt 14A
New York, NY 10003
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lisa Kagan
444 Howard Hall Rd
Catskill, NY 12414
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Phillip Hope
248 10th St
Brooklyn, NY 11215
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,
Jerome Hoffman
3786 Bedford Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11229
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paul Fehringer
11511 Bixby Hill Rd
Delevan, NY 14042
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol Warren
264 Dewitt Mills Rd
Hurley, NY 12443
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wendy Sands
61 Jane St Apt 3J
New York, NY 10014
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Kornreich
103 Redwood Dr
Syracuse, NY 13212
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gillian Comstock
334 Geary Rd S
Lincoln, VT 5443
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Blake Pruitt
11 Maiden Ln Apt 5E
New York, NY 10038
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gail Yborra
803 W 8th St
Wilmington, DE 19801
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lori Misura
858 Quinnipiac Ave Apt 1
New Haven, CT 6513
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rick Wood
PO Box 803
Burdett, NY 14818
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donald Perras
354 Stratford Rd
Stratford, CT 6615
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

April Wilson
934 Hughes Shop Rd
Westminster, MD 21158
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katherine Dander
2 Hawthorne Pl
Boston, MA 2114
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Faith Tobon
28 Eaton St
Brockton, MA 2301
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Xavier And Penelope Pi-Sunyer
800 W End Ave
New York, NY 10025
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tyler Harrington
275 Ore Bed Rd
Schuyler Falls, NY 12985
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nan Duerling
204 Johnson St
Cambridge, MD 21613
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joel Gates
15 Elmdale Rd
North Scituate, RI 2857
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Button
125 Searles Rd
Groton, NY 13073
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Randall Gentry
13101 Midway Ave
Rockville, MD 20851
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Lynch
136 Lincoln Rd
Lincoln, MA 1773
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kyle Ohannon
351 Silver Lake Rd
Hollis, NH 3049
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lucinda Murphy
3206 Batavia Ave
Baltimore, MD 21214
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Eaton
1035 Schagrin Dr
Middletown, DE 19709
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

J Diamond
195 W 10th St
New York, NY 10014
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Peloquen
255 W 23rd St Apt 3BE
New York, NY 10011
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Fern Stearney
58 Cobb Ln
Tarrytown, NY 10591
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Melody Fiore
PO Box 66
Orangeburg, NY 10962
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Melody Fiore
PO Box 66
Orangeburg, NY 10962
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Dunham
PO Box 423
Worthington, MA 1098
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Olive Ayhens
85 Devoe St Apt 2C
Brooklyn, NY 11211
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Simpkin
101 Old Bridge St
Pelham, NH 3076
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Javier Rivera
55 S 3rd St
Brooklyn, NY 11249
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Edward & Marion Lakatos
120 Truesdale Dr
Croton on Hudson, NY 10520
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Nelson
122 West St Apt 2M
Brooklyn, NY 11222
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anthony P Guay
PO Box 171
Bradley, ME 4411
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Penny Altman
46 Orchard Hill Dr
Sharon, MA 2067
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andy Chapman
17 Salem Ln
South Salem, NY 10590
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mark Hochman
27 Pheasant Ridge Rd
Ossining, NY 10562
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anna Farb
6259 Audubon Dr
Columbia, MD 21044
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kenyon Karl
110 Main St Apt 309
Saco, ME 4072
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deborah Murphy
93 Parkside Ct
Buffalo, NY 14214
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Liz Galst
360 W 22nd St Apt 14B
New York, NY 10011
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michelle Tozer
19 Kennedy St
North Dartmouth, MA 2747
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ivano Battistella
10001 Sterling Ter
Rockville, MD 20850
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Merikangas
3158 Gracefield Rd Apt 601
Silver Spring, MD 20904
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elaine Sperbeck
618 E Monroe St
Little Falls, NY 13365
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Howard
PO Box 19
Biddeford Pool, ME 4006
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Priscilla Smith
1070 Beacon St Apt 5D
Brookline, MA 2446
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Kyper
111 Centre St
Roxbury, MA 2119
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Buhle
14 Green Acre Dr
Billerica, MA 1821
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rick Mcalister
19 Ravenwood Ave
Rochester, NY 14619
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Zoe Strassfield
PO Box 1429
Water Mill, NY 11976
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Rangnow
8 Alden Dr
Campton, NH 3223
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Russell Chiappa
217 Sandburg Pl
Pine Bush, NY 12566
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Valerie Clark
18 Damon Rd
Needham, MA 2494
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Devin Anctil
36 1st St
Westport, MA 2790
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brady Fergusson
28 Nelson St
Rochester, NY 14620
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lee Townley
98 Greenwood Rd
Brunswick, ME 4011
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephen Arvay
11 Carriere Way
Rouses Point, NY 12979
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Samantha Russo
2 Greenwood Ln
Woodbury, NY 11797
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leslie Harper
86 Brookfield Rd
Rochester, NY 14610
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tracey Smallwood
1322 Harwich Dr
Waldorf, MD 20601
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Toni Levin
10 Kathryn Ln
Mahopac, NY 10541
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Julie Hagen
10 Wheatfield Ln
West Dennis, MA 2670
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Larrivee
211 Cumberland Ave Apt 506
Portland, ME 4101
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leslie Clapp
PO Box 341
Blue Hill, ME 4614
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Labine
290 Genesee St
Avon, NY 14414
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dawn Henry
205 Bayberry Ln
Westport, CT 6880
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Isidor Patapis
5518 Amesfield Ct
Rockville, MD 20853
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jillian Forschner
34 Forest Ave
Hudson, MA 1749
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janice Macaulay
1061 Nova Cir
Arnold, MD 21012
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Douig Russell
307 1/2 Garfield Ave
Endicott, NY 13760
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eddie Ward
1405 Ackerly Pond Ln
Southold, NY 11971
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Krystal Morel
3934 Orloff Ave
Bronx, NY 10463
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Young
8271 88th Pl
Glendale, NY 11385
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Simon Thoresen
440 Riverside Dr
New York, NY 10027
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Vera Depalma
57 Montague St
Brooklyn, NY 11201
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lorrainine Stepchin
2 Constitution Way
Dover, NH 3820
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lisa Grasso
197 Boston Post Rd W
Marlborough, MA 1752
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Debes
13 Crescent St # R
Biddeford, ME 4005
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Beeler II
20653 Benevola Church Rd
Boonsboro, MD 21713
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Roger Doucette
58 Newell Ln
Whitefield, NH 3598
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Emily Dickinson-Adams
335 N Grand St
West Suffield, CT 6093
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Merry Stinson
PO Box 313
Maugansville, MD 21767
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peter Hofman
483 Devon Rd
Lee, MA 1238
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Justin Wharton
32 Ridgewood Rd
Orleans, MA 2653
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thomas Sadler
1527 New Jersey Ave Apt 1
New Castle, DE 19720
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Karste
16 Elder St
Milford, CT 6460
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Kulis
145 Johnson Rd
Hamden, CT 6518
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sally Howlett
4 Sawblade Rd
South Thomaston, ME 4858
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

M Jeffrey
3346 Kump Station Rd
Taneytown, MD 21787
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joel Finley
809 B Ford St
Ogdensburg, NY 13669
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laird Lorenz
3304 Kenilworth Ave
Hyattsville, MD 20781
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Daniel Laemmerhirt
15 Dolphann Dr
Tonawanda, NY 14150
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laura Gorman
PO Box 177
Lyme Center, NH 3769
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michele Temple
4226 69th St
Woodside, NY 11377
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paul Burns
259 Rye Rd
Rochester, NY 14626
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Gelfer
345 Lake Shore Rd
Putnam Valley, NY 10579
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Allison Tupper
526 W 46th St Apt 1
New York, NY 10036
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paul Madzik
46 Beacon Hill Ter
Bethel, CT 6801
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Raymond Howard
16 Ada St
Geneva, NY 14456
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mike Swensen
6270B Route 5
Portland, NY 14769
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carole Mcauliffe
40 Way 35 Off Briar
Wellfleet, MA 2667
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cave Man

609 Main St
New York, NY 10044
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Roberson
410 E 17th St Apt 4C
Brooklyn, NY 11226
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathy Allison
1704 McAuliffe Dr
Rockville, MD 20851
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Terence Bleakley
700 Beech Hill Rd
Northport, ME 4849
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Fowler
1511 Riverdale Dr
Annapolis, MD 21409
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Fay Leader
90 Hickory Hill Rd
Buffalo, NY 14221
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elery Keene
3 Pat St
Winslow, ME 4901
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janet Murdoch
22 Dalton Dr
Buffalo, NY 14223
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Novick
759 President St
Brooklyn, NY 11215
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

E Neiman
5509 S Bend Rd
Baltimore, MD 21209
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Knight
521 Seminary Row
New York, NY 10027
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Tholl
140 Warren St
Needham, MA 2492
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Virginia Talbot
4 Cedar Sq Apt 2
Cambridge, MA 2140
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Edgar Rivas
11545 Springridge Rd
Potomac, MD 20854
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Go
8912 Brierly Rd
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Daniel Goldberg
339 Gurleyville Rd
Storrs Mansfield, CT 6268
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Hahnah Seminara
262 Central Park W Apt 7E
New York, NY 10024
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Julie Levin
28 E 10th St
New York, NY 10003
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amy Henry
22 Perkins Ave
Northampton, MA 1060
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paul Desjardins
31 Bristol Rd
Windsor Locks, CT 6096
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leslie Cassidy
534 E 83rd St Apt 2B
New York, NY 10028
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Irene Tremper
5800 Swarthmore Dr
Berwyn Heights, MD 20740
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joan Barrett
14 Highland Dr
Whitesboro, NY 13492
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Doucette
PO Box 28037
Providence, RI 2908
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Mogavero
PO Box 293
Esopus, NY 12429
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Larissa Matthews
231 Main St Apt 207
Farmingdale, NY 11735
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pritpal Singh Kochhar
330 E 38th St Apt 49D
New York, NY 10016
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alice Norwick
97 Minortown Rd
Woodbury, CT 6798
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephen Tudisco
40 Owen St, Unit E7
Hartford, CT 6105
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Klein
42 Young St
New Haven, CT 6511
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tony Mendousa
20 Cross Rd
Orleans, MA 2653
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thea Van Der Ven
8036 Indian Hill Rd
Manlius, NY 13104
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Scarola
290 W 12th St Apt 2D
New York, NY 10014
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donald L. Anderson
116 Gurnet Landing Rd
Harpwell, ME 4079
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nathaniel Williams Jr.
2190 Madison Ave Apt 3A
New York, NY 10037
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elaine Shuster
61 Stewart Ave Unit 311
Newburgh, NY 12550
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kevin And Dianne Johnson
1516 10th Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11215
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Greenspan
114 Liberty St Apt 302
New York, NY 10006
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Douglas Spring
2205 Boston Rd
Wilbraham, MA 1095
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lorraine Van Tis
9 Waldron St
Marblehead, MA 1945
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kate Darrigo
18208 Town Green Dr
Elmsford, NY 10523
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Gioia
6 Millholland Dr Unit F
Fishkill, NY 12524
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Harris
3 Ash St
North Walpole, NH 3609
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David and Justine Ross
6 Grace Rd
Danvers, MA 1923
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janet Young
7 Sunset Ln
Hancock, NH 3449
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paula Trimble
PO Box 374
Rhinebeck, NY 12572
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ron Shansby
613 Hawkesbury Ter
Silver Spring, MD 20904
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David & Justine Ross
6 Grace Rd.
David, MA 1923
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Jenkins
PO Box 1163
Rockville, MD 20849
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mark Gowan
277 Kings Hwy
Middleton, NH 3887
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Hogan
116 Stewart Cir
Suffern, NY 10901
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Terri Warren
908 Rambling Dr
Catonsville, MD 21228
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dennis Zuk
3923 Esgarth Way
Owings Mills, MD 21117
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thomas Zanoni
170 Maple Ave
Bethpage, NY 11714
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mark Martin
26 Laurel St
Danbury, CT 6810
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Collin Hein
23615 Town Creek Dr
Lexington Park, MD 20653
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

D Randolph Johnson
311 Spruce Ave
Edgewater, MD 21037
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Helen Kotsky
25 Highfield Rd
Glen Cove, NY 11542
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bethany Aiudi
24 Ward St
Bristol, CT 6010
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robin Covino
205 Mariners Walk
Milford, CT 6460
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Emily Hutton-Hughes
2500 Brookview Dr
Hamilton, NY 13346
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maren Solomon-Wang
68 Fernview Ave Apt 3
North Andover, MA 1845
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sheilah Schumann
9 Diellen Ct
Commack, NY 11725
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christine Girard
250 W 90th St Apt 5A
New York, NY 10024
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Slayter
3 Pleasant St
West Dennis, MA 2670
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Priscilla Skerry
95 Emery St
Portland, ME 4102
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joseph Skalecki
PO Box 709
Union, ME 4862
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Belisle
46 Willow Way
Stephentown, NY 12168
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Morgan
73 Moffatt Rd
Salem, MA 1970
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Darin Wight
1310 Beverly Ave
Odenton, MD 21113
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nilah Macdonald
25 Whortleberry Ln
Scituate, MA 2066
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandra Denninger
226 April Ln
Tiverton, RI 2878
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mike Fountain
5701 Aberdeen Pl
Bethesda, MD 20814
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Fred W. Sladen
24 Greenhouse Ln
Bradford, NH 3221
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wendy Frontiero
32 Abbott St
Beverly, MA 1915
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michelle Collar
127 High St Apt 3
North Attleboro, MA 2760
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kevin Laliberte
1 Doral Dr
North Chelmsford, MA 1863
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Foster
89 Meyer Rd
Middletown, NY 10940
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Theresa Riccardi
13715 Oak Ave
Flushing, NY 11355
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stacey Skole
322 E 61st St Apt 4B
New York, NY 10065
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kevin Hughes
222 Kingsland Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11222
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joyce Conklin
70 Pleasure Dr
Riverhead, NY 11901
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Wiesler
28 Blue Jay Dr
Newark, DE 19713
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alethea Kehas
26 Jonathan Ln
Bow, NH 3304
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maria Szokolai
14210 Parkvale Rd
Rockville, MD 20853
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ellen Peters
121 Meadow Rd Apt 14
Keene, NH 3431
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Miriam Amari
213 Upper Byrdcliffe Rd
Woodstock, NY 12498
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maureen Lynch
132 Division St
Patchogue, NY 11772
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jane Marinsky
63 Cleveland Ave
Buffalo, NY 14222
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tanya Bobo-Lenoci
1111 Park Ave Apt 1221
Baltimore, MD 21201
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Rodekohr
2122 Bollinger Mill Rd
Finksburg, MD 21048
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Resa Blatman
42 Bartlett St
Somerville, MA 2145
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

T Hamboyan Harrison
125 Gravel Run Rd
Grasonville, MD 21638
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Hoffman
1 Rita Ave
Pelham, NH 3076
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Scarborough
3068 Andrews Lake Rd
Frederica, DE 19946
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

T Hamboyan Harrison
125 Gravel Run Rd
Grasonville, MD 21638
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Halpin
501 Palmtree Dr Apt 7
Gaithersburg, MD 20878
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mark Wilson
5314 Ross Neck Rd
Cambridge, MD 21613
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Freya Goldstein  
250 W 104th St Apt 24  
New York, NY 10025
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dwight Hutchison
155 Lamartine St Apt 401
Jamaica Plain, MA 2130
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Justine Tilley
255 Promenade St Apt 121
Providence, RI 2908
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ron Sonnenberg
9242 Seaman Rd
Middleport, NY 14105
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mahala T Beams
119 Bellevue St
West Roxbury, MA 2132
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lyn Capurro
8 Valley View Rd
Great Neck, NY 11021
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Martin Mutafchiev
630 Shore Rd Apt 707
Long Beach, NY 11561
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anna S
11001 Old Court Rd
Woodstock, MD 21163
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sonja Plumb
5 Central St
Warwick, RI 2886
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lynn Spensley
48 Booth Rd
Dedham, MA 2026
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Glenda Lilling
395 Westchester Ave Apt 3N
Port Chester, NY 10573
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Geoffrey Peckover
2157 Ocean Ave Apt 1A
Brooklyn, NY 11229
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Yvonne Peraza
9150 Chicot Ct
Ozone Park, NY 11417
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Mills
3356 VT Rte. 66
Randolph Center, VT 5061
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dwight Bodycott
380 W 12th St Apt 2E
New York, NY 10014
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

B Lemonik
201 E 15th St
New York, NY 10003
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Chris Hughes
32 Highland Rd
Binghamton, NY 13901
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joan Murtagh
7115 Garland Ave
Takoma Park, MD 20912
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Irene Franck
250 W 104th St
New York, NY 10025
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Yanosik
9005 Quail Run Dr
Perry Hall, MD 21128
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dennis Desmarais
252 Wood Pond Rd
Glastonbury, CT 6033
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathy Sniezek
43 Woods Ct
Dunstable, MA 1827
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Goulet
97 Lombard Rd
Hubbardston, MA 1452
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lisa Torrence
357 Rambling Rd
East Amherst, NY 14051
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Noll
152 Charter Cir
Ossining, NY 10562
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jane Lalone
142 Jackman Dr
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nastasha Mayers
538 Townhouse Rd
Whitefield, ME 4353
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brad Bennett
187 Woods Dr
Ancramdale, NY 12503
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Roger Kennedy
1174 Gansz Rd
Lyons, NY 14489
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kevin Jenssen
32 Edgewater Ln
Hermon, ME 4401
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Adam Cooperstock
245 E 63rd St Apt 507
New York, NY 10065
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Wolongevicz
102 Read Dr
Hanover, MA 2339
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lorenza Viola
16 Dorset Ln
Lebanon, NH 3766
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lauren Hughes
34 Slater St
Webster, MA 1570
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deborah Murphy
321 W 24th St
New York, NY 10011
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Denise Damboise
169 Town Farm Rd
New Gloucester, ME 4260
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eric G
189 Heywood Rd
Winslow, ME 4901
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Will Noling
138 Maple St
Brooklyn, NY 11225
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

DWIGHT BODYCOTT
380 West 12th Street, Apt 2E
New York, NY 10014
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Matt Couture
10 Weeping Willow Dr
Rochester, NH 3867
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephany Haesaert
11930 Johnnycake Hill Rd
Cato, NY 13033
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Lasek
PO Box 56
Barneveld, NY 13304
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Perras
3201 Stonegate Dr
Rensselaer, NY 12144
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susannah Phillips
688 Carlisle Dr
Arnold, MD 21012
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Maurizzio
6016 State Route 97
Narrowsburg, NY 12764
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patrice Zboya
12 Penacook St
Penacook, NH 3303
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Erma Lewis
1736 63rd St
Brooklyn, NY 11204
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alan Citron
PO Box 1785
Manchester Center, VT 5255
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bill Rosenthal
9401 64th Rd Apt 4G
Rego Park, NY 11374
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Darian Mark
225 E 57th St Apt 4S
New York, NY 10022
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maryke Petruzzi
208 Radcliff Dr
Nyack, NY 10960
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Gazzola
236B Edgewater Park
Bronx, NY 10465
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jackie Stolfi
267 Harbor Ln
Massapequa Park, NY 11762
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Quinn Attika
4407 Muncaster Mill Rd
Rockville, MD 20853
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carlos Luna
77 Fulton St
New York, NY 10038
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lee Margulies
32 Glenridge Ave
Stony Brook, NY 11790
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Vitek
14 E Center St
Oakland, MD 21550
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Zeke A
12 Main St
Johnson City, NY 13790
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gerald Lauer
114 Central Ave
Schenectady, NY 12304
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mona Yoes
2500 Johnson Ave
Bronx, NY 10463
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Lizie
277 Harrison St
Manchester, NH 3104
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Weir
PO Box 3153
Peterborough, NH 3458
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Edith Mann
2942 Coates Rd
Penn Yan, NY 14527
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anita Somers
67 Fairview Rd
Brewster, NY 10509
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Frank Smith
PO Box 41252
New Bedford, MA 2744
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah Kennedy
17 Hinds Ln
Pelham, NH 3076
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sharon Goel
8790 118th St
Richmond Hill, NY 11418
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Isabel Martins
43 Clinton St
New York, NY 10002
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Kalinowski
527 W 162nd St Apt B1
New York, NY 10032
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gerald Gamer
230 Eastwoods Rd
Pound Ridge, NY 10576
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katherine Laraus
444 Moseley Rd
Fairport, NY 14450
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kate Skolnick
545 Washington Ave Apt 704
Brooklyn, NY 11238
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pamylle Greinke
PO Box 456
Peconic, NY 11958
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Shirley Luban
115 W 86th St
New York, NY 10024
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amy Hopkins
250 Schoolside Ln
Guilford, CT 6437
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kelvin Hobson
4 Crosswall Ct
Nottingham, MD 21236
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Arleen Kalenich-Pace
601 Warburton Ave
Hastings on Hudson, NY 10706
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Matthias
98 Zephyr Lake Rd
Greenfield, NH 3047
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christopher Lord
66 Washington Ave
Brentwood, NY 11717
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

N Nadine Godwin
205 E 78th St Apt 4C
New York, NY 10075
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrei Harabadji
2249 E 21st St
Brooklyn, NY 11229
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alan Clough
170 W 23rd St Apt 4D
New York, NY 10011
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Mumm
160 Meadow Stream Dr
Amherst, NY 14226
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bret Bailey
210 W 101st St
New York, NY 10025
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Otto Judicke
31 Brook St
Carlisle, MA 1741
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gary Herwig
1808 Loch Shiel Rd
Baltimore, MD 21286
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kristen Rangel
55 Robin Hill Rd
Chelmsford, MA 1824
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Virginia Tillotson
261 White Birch Est
Fort Edward, NY 12828
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susi Westwood
161 West St
Cummington, MA 1026
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Bolen
195 Harvard Rd
Littleton, MA 1460
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gordon & Ginger Comstock
93 Park St
Arcade, NY 14009
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Brandes
2024 Cameron Ave
Merrick, NY 11566
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Julie D'Addieco
42 Perrault Rd Apt 4
Needham, MA 2494
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lauren Kirkwood
26 Hill Rd
Stillwater, NY 12170
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Zachary Kadar
43 Drexmore Rd
Rochester, NY 14610
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Irene Schacher
226 Homestead Village Dr
Warwick, NY 10990
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Krampf
9 Bumble Bee Ln
Littleton, MA 1460
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Monica Raymond
59 Brookline St
Cambridge, MA 2139
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Casale
213 Valley Ln
Hockessin, DE 19707
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jill Alibrandi
2 Old Redding Rd
Redding, CT 6896
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mark Gannett
B2 Stonehedge Dr
South Burlington, VT 5403
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jamien Jacobs
82 Willow St
South Portland, ME 4106
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deborah Seuss
129 Regina Dr
Leominster, MA 1453
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katrina Maloney
25 Chittenden Ave Apt 6B
New York, NY 10033
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diane Moriarty
167 County Line Rd
Harwinton, CT 6791
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Madge Baker
59 Cross Rd
Shapleigh, ME 4076
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Evan Shisler
4720 Kings Rd
Saint Leonard, MD 20685
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Faith Kirk
740 College Pkwy
Rockville, MD 20850
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Louise Yohalem
PO Box 102
Mill River, MA 1244
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mina Baccelli
PO Box 613
Fairhaven, MA 2719
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ruth Brooks
1411 Delaware Tpke
Delmar, NY 12054
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Conrad Willeman
10 Barton St
Newburyport, MA 1950
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marie Koo
8615 Broadway
Elmhurst, NY 11373
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thomas Fowler
15 Breezy Rd
Tilton, NH 3276
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Helmes
64 Beverly Hts
Rochester, NY 14616
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Steven Andrychowski
105 Clinic Dr
New Britain, CT 6051
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paula McClure
79 Montclair Drive
West Hartford, CT 6107
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lori Angelo
37 Eaton Woods Rd
Hamden, CT 6518
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lynn Skibinski
49 Elmwood Park W
Tonawanda, NY 14150
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Heather Cross
259 Kingsland Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11222
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Steven Esposito
2501 Nicole Dr
Port Jefferson Station, NY 11776
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Claire Denies
2490 W Blood Rd
East Aurora, NY 14052
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Skelly
2 Virginia St
Valley Cottage, NY 10989
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrew Marallo
173 Union Center Rd
Ulster Park, NY 12487
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Frances Warner
4300 Roland Ave
Baltimore, MD 21210
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robbin Kotajarvi
150 Green St Ste 1
Melrose, MA 2176
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cherie Jemsek
21 Wild Wind Ct
Saugerties, NY 12477
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ajax Greene
227 McKinstry Rd
Gardiner, NY 12525
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marie Frietze
76 Home Ave
Burlington, VT 5401
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deborah Reifsnider
9 Winslow Rd
Falmouth, ME 4105
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cameron Zavattero
232 Middle Tpke E
Manchester, CT 6040
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rima Rosenthal
632 Bayside Rd
Ellsworth, ME 4605
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Schneider
104 Saint Marks Pl Apt 1W
Brooklyn, NY 11217
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christopher Jackson
193 Kent St
Brooklyn, NY 11222
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Neil Carlson
7 Mattison St
Frewsburg, NY 14738
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Roelofs
385 Salt Pond Rd
Blue Hill, ME 4614
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Oren Sachs
327 N Forest Ave
Rockville Centre, NY 11570
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cary Rothenburger
1980 Commonwealth Ave
Brighton, MA 2135
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Miller
10 Ethan Dr
Windsor, CT 6095
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Stamm
366 Broadway Apt 11B
New York, NY 10013
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Clark
22 Old New Salem Rd
Petersham, MA 1366
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Watts
16 Starks Pl
Lynbrook, NY 11563
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janet Moser
596 Campus Pl
North Baldwin, NY 11510
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pauline Parrillo
1550 Beacon St
Brookline, MA 2446
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Garland
31 Bittersweet Ln
Mount Kisco, NY 10549
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paul Spencer
38 Main St
Northampton, MA 1060
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robin Nadel
PO Box 2255
Branford, CT 6405
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Dohan
35 Milwaukee Ave
Bethel, CT 6801
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Kuehnling
8 Shire Dr S
East Amherst, NY 14051
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joseph Lawson
29 W 65th St Apt 1G
New York, NY 10023
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Randi Byron
83 Deepwood Dr
Avon, CT 6001
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leslie Mlawski
834 Raleigh Ln
Woodmere, NY 11598
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thomas Gorman
560 Hill Rd
Boxborough, MA 1719
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sharon Douglass
129 E 4th St
New York, NY 10003
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jodi Rodar
223 N Valley Rd
Pelham, MA 1002
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brenda Troup
21 Meadow Rd
Bolton, MA 1740
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donald Di Russo
995 Hyde Park Ave
Hyde Park, MA 2136
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Mutzberg
4217 E West Hwy
Bethesda, MD 20814
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Petra Reitz
1410 Washington St
East Bridgewater, MA 2333
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jim Snee
1321 Quarterline Rd
Center Rutland, VT 5736
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gerhard Bedding
25 Ivy Dr Apt 43
Keene, NH 3431
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Steven Davi
32 Slack Brook Rd
Leominster, MA 1453
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Valerie Rounds-Atkinson
1070 Elton Dr
Endicott, NY 13760
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marc Waters
120 Hilltop Dr
Afton, NY 13730
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Chin
8 Deerhaunt Dr
Croton on Hudson, NY 10520
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Mulder
28 Sachson Pl
Wappingers Falls, NY 12590
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lawren Hancher
15 Jolly Ln
Westerly, RI 2891
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brian Victurine
6 Vaughan St
Lakeville, MA 2347
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan And Joseph Hartgrove
PO Box 22
West Boothbay Harbor, ME 4575
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jesse Kessler
450 W 17th St Apt 613
New York, NY 10011
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Gifford
20 Summer St Apt 312
Watertown, MA 2472
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janet Paolucci
64 Henry St
Merrick, NY 11566
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sally Donatello
301 Bent Ln
Newark, DE 19711
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Terri Schneider
151 Ridge Rd
Valley Cottage, NY 10989
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Aimee Kardulas
138 Moses Gerrish Farmer Rd
Eliot, ME 3903
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Keiser
410 E 6th St Apt 17B
New York, NY 10009
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christopher Flynn
64 W 128th St Apt 1C
New York, NY 10027
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Kearns
200 Pilgrim Rd
Braintree, MA 2184
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judi Lindsey
822 North Rd
Candia, NH 3034
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bridget Spann
1210 Hancock Rd
Williamstown, MA 1267
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kristin Woods
163 Colonial Vlg
Somersworth, NH 3878
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Meany
771 Charles River St
Needham, MA 2492
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Arthur Bjork
9 Marsh Ave
Salem, NH 3079
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Schulman
65 W Broadway Apt 11B
Long Beach, NY 11561
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anthony Buda
225 Everett St
Boston, MA 2128
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amre Klimchak
1714 Harman St Apt 1R
Ridgewood, NY 11385
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Randy Murbach
4010 Macalpine Rd
Ellicott City, MD 21042
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Benedict
PO Box 124
Newburg, MD 20664
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lauren Sicard
73 Oakland Ave
Seekonk, MA 2771
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandra Naidich
603 4th Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11215
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nina Knanishu
533 W 49th St
New York, NY 10019
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sherry Schiebel
11505 Cherry Grove Dr
North Potomac, MD 20878
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paul Desjardins
398 Harpswell Island Rd
Harpswell, ME 4079
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rochelle Thomas
172 W 109th St Apt 5E
New York, NY 10025
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Catherine Nettesheim  
66 Windmill Dr  
Huntington, NY 11743
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Aubrae Lamparella
227 Elder Dr
Farmington, NY 14425
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Liz Tymkiw
303 Delaware Cir Apt 3
Newark, DE 19711
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Biesanz
215 Watauga Ave
Corning, NY 14830
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Rudman
910 W End Ave
New York, NY 10025
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Scott
PO Box 305
Exeter, NH 3833
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carrie Shaw
146 Bentley St
Taneytown, MD 21787
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Tomaselli
510 Drumgoole Rd W
Staten Island, NY 10312
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kevin Schuster
1414 Lilac Ln
Dover, NH 3820
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bill Ryan
191 Rolling Green Ln
Elma, NY 14059
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peter Townsend
85 Metropolitan Ave
Ashland, MA 1721
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Norman Dickinson
24 Tramway Ln
Westbrook, ME 4092
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Helen Goodspeed
25 Rockledge Ave
White Plains, NY 10601
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Angela Snyder
22 Lincoln St
Greenfield, MA 1301
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Theresa Febles
6623 Ridge Blvd Apt 6B
Brooklyn, NY 11220
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Phipps
67 South St
Southbridge, MA 1550
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Collene Johnson
9115 Old Palmer Rd
Fort Washington, MD 20744
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kerry Burkhardt
5550 Strickler Rd
Clarence, NY 14031
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robin Benitz
425 Main St Apt 4N
New York, NY 10044
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maria Millar
PO Box 231571
New York, NY 10023
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

E Ann Reindollar
8311 Snowden Oaks Pl
Laurel, MD 20708
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Dodge
641 Thompson Station Rd
Newark, DE 19711
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Querze
9 W Hawley St
Lawrence, MA 1843
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kerry Driscoll
83 Metacomet St
Belchertown, MA 1007
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Pawloski
6929 Fox Rd
Marcy, NY 13403
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Abigail Uhrman
27 Bellaire Dr
Huntington, NY 11743
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Helen Vose
79 E Forest Trl
Holmes, NY 12531
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Olson
9100 Chanute Dr
Bethesda, MD 20814
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Martin Daignault
40 Tyng St
Newburyport, MA 1950
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Strathmann
PO Box 548
Casco, ME 4015
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judith Olivier
794 Smithfield Rd
Belgrade, ME 4917
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John And Diane Lowe
PO Box 254
Braddock Heights, MD 21714
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sheila Out
247 Valley Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alex Pohl
41 Atlantic Ave
Floral Park, NY 11001
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lindsay Suter
16 Mill Rd
North Branford, CT 6471
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dot Kelly
98 Pleasant Cove Rd
Phippsburg, ME 4562
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Walter Skelly
24 Voorhis Dr
Brentwood, NY 11717
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peg Rubley
55 Rand Pl
Pittsford, NY 14534
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pamela Waterworth
10001 Old Franklin Ave
Seabrook, MD 20706
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Den Oneill
884 Flatbush Ave
West Hartford, CT 6110
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Johnny Shuler
33 Cohawney Rd
Scarsdale, NY 10583
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Julia Hardy
2 Ellis Ct
North Andover, MA 1845
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dennis Rogers
147 Williamsville Rd
Hubbardston, MA 1452
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Doreen Lebel
120 Cherry Swamp Rd
Moodus, CT 6469
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Spyros Braoudakis
110 Storrs Ave
Braintree, MA 2184
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diane Faircloth
984 Proctors Purchase Rd
Hartly, DE 19953
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Schaechter
42 Will Dr Unit 52
Canton, MA 2021
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wil Lieberman-Cribbin
32 Littleworth Ln
Sea Cliff, NY 11579
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Bosch
44 W 4th St
New York, NY 10012
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andy Watson
217 Monument Dr
Boonsboro, MD 21713
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gene Burshuliak
864 Mapledale Rd
Orange, CT 6477
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Koopman
13801 York Rd Apt J13
Cockeysville, MD 21030
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Arnold Talentino
38 Van Hoesen St
Cortland, NY 13045
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alex Zackrone
5 Franklin Ave Apt 2R
White Plains, NY 10601
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gertrude Crowley
60 Odonnell Ave
East Falmouth, MA 2536
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Martin
179C Lakeshore Rd
Boxford, MA 1921
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peter Mathews
3530 Henry Hudson Pkwy Apt 9N
Bronx, NY 10463
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Summer Stebbins
3460 Durham Rd
Guilford, CT 6437
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ginny Schrenk
605 Auckland Way
Chester, MD 21619
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joann Koch
134 Olenick Rd
Lebanon, CT 6249
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eric Ranvig
65 School St
Acton, MA 1720
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Horvath
6484 Bartz Rd
Lockport, NY 14094
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ellen Hosford
85 Drew Rd
Tunbridge, VT 5077
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Catherine Manly
8 Shadow Brook Est
South Hadley, MA 1075
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Glen Worrell
9210 Summit Rd
Silver Spring, MD 20910
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mark Sanders
2942 Strathaven Ln
Abingdon, MD 21009
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Renee Rosignoli
6 Hillside Ter Apt C
White Plains, NY 10601
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Andreykovic
742 E Branch Rd
Patterson, NY 12563
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amy Schneider
48 Oxford Rd
Newton, MA 2459
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alexia Coolidge
12 Claudette Dr Apt 4
Milford, MA 1757
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Power
PO Box 27
Plymouth, NH 3264
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peter Frieary
347 State Street, Apt. 3F
Albany, NY 12210
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Buckley
28 Tiffany Cir
Barrington, RI 2806
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kaite Hanlon
2615 Aspen Rd
Port Republic, MD 20676
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Noel-Anne Brennan
231 Curtis Corner Rd
Peace Dale, RI 2879
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Allison
45 N Saunders Rd
Greene, ME 4236
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kate Ruland
3589 Morse Hill Rd
Dorset, VT 5251
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Quijano
3260 41st St Apt 3B
Astoria, NY 11103
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Heidi Pringle
3237 Ramblewood Rd
Ellicott City, MD 21042
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kristine Winnicki
PO Box 28
Chester, VT 5143
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Logalbo
71 Congress St
Belfast, ME 4915
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jaye Trottier
1 Kings Ransom Ln
Bedford, NH 3110
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diana Praus
126 Menands Rd
Menands, NY 12204
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beth Williams
380 Salt Springs St Apt 216
Fayetteville, NY 13066
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Emily Seay
6 Fuller Pl
Brooklyn, NY 11215
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anne Kirby
5429 Pinehurst Dr
Wilmington, DE 19808
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Doug Krause
1892 Lisbon Rd
Lewiston, ME 4240
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pat Berger
PO Box 667
Oakland, ME 4963
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Liebman
60 Barker St Apt 516
Mount Kisco, NY 10549
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mikki Chalker
119 Prospect St
Binghamton, NY 13905
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christine King
146 College Hwy Apt 7
Southampton, MA 1073
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Abrams
47 Pell Pl
New Rochelle, NY 10804
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lisandra Nazario
61 E Fred Cir
Camden, DE 19934
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joseph Loporcaro
9524 Ft Hamilton Pkwy Apt 604
Brooklyn, NY 11209
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alan Shulman
PO Box 876
New London, NH 3257
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Pritchard
5314 Wendy Rd
Sykesville, MD 21784
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elisabeth Spaeth
10 E 63rd St
New York, NY 10065
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Gitschier
494 Marshall St
Leicester, MA 1524
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kristine Huff
132 Waite Ave
Cranston, RI 2905
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Carmona
17208 Birch Leaf Ter
Bowie, MD 20716
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carl Prellwitz
50 Crossley Rd
Barrington, NH 3825
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ruth Potts
405 Cedar Grove Rd
Edgewater, MD 21037
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Teresa Beutel
234 S Grant Ave
Congers, NY 10920
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dawn Field
24 Junction St
Warwick, RI 2889
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amanda Scuder
175 W 92nd St Apt 6D
New York, NY 10025
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joanne Neale
44 Dartmouth Ave
Needham Heights, MA 2494
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

June Hurst
215 E 95th St Apt 9H
New York, NY 10128
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lionel Cartright
12 Garfield Dr
Westborough, MA 1581
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Coder
7 Pinecrest Cir
Bedford, NH 3110
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Lundquist
237 S Ellwood Ave
Baltimore, MD 21224
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bette Dicesare
702 Eggert Rd
Buffalo, NY 14215
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard & Joyce Gilbert
70 Harper St
Rochester, NY 14607
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alan Papscun
PO Box 84
Stockbridge, MA 1229
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Myra Aronow
1 Haddam Dock Rd
Haddam, CT 6438
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jaimie Frost
17 Silver Doe Ln
Merrimack, NH 3054
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nanci Wilkinson
5502 Glenwood Rd
Bethesda, MD 20817
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jerald Vinikoff
PO Box 288
Mechanicville, NY 12118
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judi Weiner
17 Doherty Cir Apt C
Swampscott, MA 1907
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joseph Fell
67 Morning Dove Rd
Naugatuck, CT 6770
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tun Aung
13434 Fairland Park Dr
Silver Spring, MD 20904
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Esther Weaver
47 Hawleys Corners Rd
Highland, NY 12528
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrew Bigelow
8 Cranbrook Ln
Dover, NH 3820
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eli Hegeman
524 W 59th St Rm 9
New York, NY 10019
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joseph Bernier
125 Upper State St
North Haven, CT 6473
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brien Weiner
394 W Valley Stream Blvd
Valley Stream, NY 11580
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kaitlin Fitch
1013 State Highway 351
Troy, NY 12180
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Catherine Bowler
8 Jade Rd
Merrimack, NH 3054
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judith Angelson
562 W End Ave Apt 11B
New York, NY 10024
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Perry Harris
3163 State Route 94
Chester, NY 10918
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janice Banks
14 Maple St
Center Barnstead, NH 3225
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kristen Howard
1515 Alconbury Rd Apt H
Essex, MD 21221
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Miller
207 Wire Rd
Wells, ME 4090
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beth Williamson
37 Bullocks Point Ave Apt 1A
Riverside, RI 2915
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ann Berndt
10 Jackson Rd
Belmont, MA 2478
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charles Grant Walker
71 Philadelphia St
Teaticket, MA 2536
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Colleen Calabrese
645 Ponte Villas S
Baltimore, MD 21230
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elana Levinson
7025 Yellowstone Blvd Apt 14K
Forest Hills, NY 11375
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jessica Clark
19 Overlook Dr
Sloatsburg, NY 10974
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lilian Burch
7111 Woodmont Ave Apt 504
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Kelly
12 Lombard St
Plymouth, MA 2360
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

E Joseph
106 High Service Ave
North Providence, RI 2911
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ilse Spiegel
317 Sumpter St
Brooklyn, NY 11233
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Germaine Hartle
2229 W Joppa Rd
Lutherville Timonium, MD 21093
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gregg Greenough
31 Pondview Ave
Jamaica Plain, MA 2130
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deborah Blake
621 Charlotte Creek Rd
Oneonta, NY 13820
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Gittins
5 Bell St
North Brookfield, MA 1535
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katherine V
3327 Clarks Ln Apt D
Baltimore, MD 21215
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Kerr
4136 Cliffvale Rd
Nottingham, MD 21236
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jane Zimmerman
1735 York Ave
New York, NY 10128
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Martha Nikas
3 Congress St
Ipswich, MA 1938
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katherine Cote
136 W Spruce St
Milford, MA 1757
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kyle Jones
160 Cornhill Pl
Rochester, NY 14608
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Olivari
87 Lewis Hollow Rd
Woodstock, NY 12498
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Harlan
135 W 31st St
New York, NY 10001
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Somerville
3228 Guilford Dr
Waldorf, MD 20602
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paul Manganiello
PO Box 1001
Norwich, VT 5055
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ronald Kaltenbaugh
4112 Old Bridge Ln
Jefferson, MD 21755
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peter Hermann
70 Rockwood Dr
Middletown, NY 10941
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cathy Barton
517 Kansala Dr
Annapolis, MD 21401
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tucker Respess
6 Moser St
Northampton, MA 1060
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Federico Burgos
646 Arbuckle Ave
Woodmere, NY 11598
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Fran Malsheimer
PO Box 115
Lindenhurst, NY 11757
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Bernier
4 Carousel Dr W
Riverside, RI 2915
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gerrit Crouse
38 4th Ave Apt 2N
Nyack, NY 10960
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kaili Kreiner
9322 3rd Ave # 315
Brooklyn, NY 11209
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patrick Allen
101 W 55th St
New York, NY 10019
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Smith
PO Box 148
Carlisle, MA 1741
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michelle Spadaccini
58 Rambling Rd
Vernon, CT 6066
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Schwartz
21-36 33rd Rd
Astoria, NY 11106
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Murphy
4106 Quintana St
Hyattsville, MD 20782
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mara Wiley
104 Slocum Rd
Dartmouth, MA 2747
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Rupp
2134 Westfall Rd
Rochester, NY 14618
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pablo Bobe
1 Main St
New York, NY 10044
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leonard And Nancy Duffy
14 W Old County Rd
Newcastle, ME 4553
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mihail Bancu
159 Grove St
Melrose, MA 2176
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eric Nylen
1617 Brisbane St
Silver Spring, MD 20902
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Chambers
109 Bridge St
Winsted, CT 6098
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jussi Gamache
575 Cambridge St
Allston, MA 2134
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Holton
9 Alewives Rd
Norwalk, CT 6850
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joshua Angelus
69 Hillside Ave
Waterbury, CT 6710
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beverly Droz
35 Islington Rd
Auburndale, MA 2466
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gayle Countryman-Mills
11906 Oden Ct
Rockville, MD 20852
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Scott Davis
106 Reynolds Rd
Fort Edward, NY 12828
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Phelps
2821 Ontario Ave
Parkville, MD 21234
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anna Bernath
125 Hamilton Ave
Jamestown, RI 2835
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

George Riggs
269 Watch Hill Rd
Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Don Thompson
11 Blackstone St Apt 7
Cambridge, MA 2139
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Allen
47 Taggart Rd
Newfield, NY 14867
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Willy Turnbull
192 E Surry Rd
Keene, NH 3431
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathy Stiles
PO Box 54
South Acworth, NH 3607
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amber Ouellet
101 Quarry Rd
Sullivan, ME 4664
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tatiana Mejia
1526 N Thompson Dr
Bay Shore, NY 11706
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol Hinkelman
348 Ripplewood Dr
Rochester, NY 14616
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Frank Wilsey
2702 Whitney Ave
Baltimore, MD 21215
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Mcaneny
9778 Savercool Rd
Trumansburg, NY 14886
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Noelene Hutchinson
28 Thomas Rd
Poughquag, NY 12570
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Renee Stockdale-Homick
6517 Christmas Tree Ln
Huntingtown, MD 20639
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Toran Hansen
28298 Early Dawn Ct
Salisbury, MD 21801
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Macadam
52 School St
Chatham, MA 2633
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Carivan
10 Regent St
Albany, NY 12202
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lisa Shumate
62 Derfuss Ln
Blauvelt, NY 10913
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kevin Oldham
21 Ormond Pl
Shirley, NY 11967
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Julie Bannister
5 Cold Spring Ln
East Falmouth, MA 2536
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Frank Lowenthal
112 Lewis Rd
Belmont, MA 2478
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christina Bosch Ladd
131 Brown Ave
Roslindale, MA 2131
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kristen Gauthier
10 Fishers Ln
Kennebunkport, ME 4046
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jacalyn Dinhofer
16 W 16th St Apt 6PS
New York, NY 10011
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Irving Lee
20 Confucius Plz Apt 43A
New York, NY 10002
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Stretch
935 Bay Walk
Ocean Beach, NY 11770
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marianne Dietrich
29 Great Oak Ln
Pleasantville, NY 10570
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Daniel Green
83 Dutcher St
Hopedale, MA 1747
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

M. S. Worrell
8202 Hammocks Dr
Canandaigua, NY 14424
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Denis Dellaloggia
416 Milmar Rd
Wilmington, DE 19804
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paul Petruccelli
24 Albright Rd
Coram, NY 11727
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kelly Leishear
18572 Cool Spring Rd
Milton, DE 19968
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Porter
735 Brockett Rd
Dolgeville, NY 13329
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alfred Stokes
23 Osprey Ln
Searsport, ME 4974
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Fairlee Gamble
80 Lyme Rd Apt 341
Hanover, NH 3755
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bruce Connors
15 White Pine Cir
Elkton, MD 21921
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Ferneza
65 Buffalo St
Silver Creek, NY 14136
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beverly Rice
3 E 85th St
New York, NY 10028
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David King
45 Wall St Apt 819
New York, NY 10005
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Spano
924 Hillside Ave
Edgewater, MD 21037
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ruth Flores Ehrlich
1745 E 12th St Apt 6K
Brooklyn, NY 11229
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ted Neumann
114 Lark St
Altamont, NY 12009
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joshua Burson
68 Josephine Ave
Somerville, MA 2144
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol Collins
1935 Nault Rd
Dover, DE 19904
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Vincent Ditizio
233 Ilyssa Way
Staten Island, NY 10312
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

L J Lanfranchi
311 Hardwick Rd
New Braintree, MA 1531
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Virginia Jastromb
73 Barrett St Apt 1040
Northampton, MA 1060
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Cromwick
23 Lanark Rd Apt 5
Brighton, MA 2135
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rhodie Jorgenson
6116 Temple St
Bethesda, MD 20817
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah Hunnewell
PO Box 75
Water Mill, NY 11976
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ocean Pellett
15 Forest St
Waterford, CT 6385
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anne Marie Bucher
1653 Bayview Ave
Bronx, NY 10465
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Vicky Harrington
274 Towne Rd
Pulaski, NY 13142
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Philip Lyman
9 Brattle Rd
Syracuse, NY 13203
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ellen Fleishman

401 8th Ave Apt 65

Brooklyn, NY 11215
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bruce Townend
123 Crane Rd
Windsor, MA 1270
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tracy Kanno
23 Barrett St
Cranston, RI 2910
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Stanhope
15505 Chilcoat Rd
Sparks, MD 21152
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Theresa Therrien
409 Pool St
Biddeford, ME 4005
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leah Helmer
371 Birchwood Rd
Medford, NY 11763
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jacy Good
254 Martine Ave Apt 4C4C
White Plains, NY 10601
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Aterah Nusrat
18 Pond St
Boston, MA 2130
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jean Pieper
268 Grove St
Shelton, CT 6484
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bruce Phillips
734 Route 28
Pembroke, NH 3275
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Clark
12265 Boyd Rd
Clear Spring, MD 21722
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diane Petrillo
3708 Whitney Ave
Hamden, CT 6518
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rehana Huq
200 Comstock Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dorene Higgins
347 High St # A
Newburyport, MA 1950
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marcia Robinson
3 Peter Cooper Rd Apt 11H
New York, NY 10010
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Hilty
PO Box 338
Bridgehampton, NY 11932
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Musial
40 Macdougal St Apt 9
New York, NY 10012
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christopher Ecker
112 Calvert Rd
Rockville, MD 20850
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marc Imlay
2321 Woodberry Dr
Bryans Road, MD 20616
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eliot Moss
7 Kestrel Ln
Amherst, MA 1002
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jim Johnston
2 Lighthouse Point Rd
Cape Elizabeth, ME 4107
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thomas Depaulo
178 Brighton St
Staten Island, NY 10307
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ulisses M.
30 Oak St Ext
Brockton, MA 2301
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anne Bastian
1523 Enyart Way Unit 303
Annapolis, MD 21409
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bruce Armour
198 Maeder Ave
Merrick, NY 11566
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Albert Garcia-Romeu
2 S Potomac St
Baltimore, MD 21224
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Sarovec
14 Clarendon Rd
Lake Ronkonkoma, NY 11779
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Juliet Ouyoung
4915 Broadway Apt 4A
New York, NY 10034
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diane Basile
7 Evert St
Huntington Station, NY 11746
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Steinbacher
965 Eggert Rd
Amherst, NY 14226
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jean T Sweet
919 Blackbird Station Rd
Townsend, DE 19734
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karlene Gunter
472 French Rd
Rochester, NY 14618
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Seldin
11300 Knights Landing Ct
Laurel, MD 20723
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Phil Vanasse
366 Ide Mountain Rd
Lyndonville, VT 5851
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Harlow
70 Old State Rd
Binghamton, NY 13901
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Cox
10 Leland Rd
Natick, MA 1760
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katharine Wall
24 Alberta Ter Unit 2
Cambridge, MA 2140
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Greg Kimber
PO Box 525
Temple, ME 4984
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lorraine Gray
16 Symmes St Apt 3
Roslindale, MA 2131
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Matthew Ford
183 Division St
New Haven, CT 6511
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paul Hofheins
123 Zimmerman Blvd
Tonawanda, NY 14223
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kate Kalajainen
30 Palmer St
Brunswick, ME 4011
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Scadova
145 Ledge St Apt 212
Nashua, NH 3060
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Snyder
54 Plain St
Abington, MA 2351
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cara Sharpes
7 Riverview Dr Unit 1
Gill, MA 1354
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jennie Meyer
15 Great Ledge Ln
Gloucester, MA 1930
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Curt Sayers
4 Chestnut Rdg
Raymond, NH 3077
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Dannecker
12 Sunnyside Dr
Owego, NY 13827
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Purcell
96 Hillair Rd
Lake Peekskill, NY 10537
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jaclyn Pillitteri
31 Mansfield St Unit 3
Somerville, MA 2143
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

George Wood
13 White Plains Dr
Nashua, NH 3062
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christine Harvey
3555 Olinville Ave Apt 5H
Bronx, NY 10467
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judith Lasko
175 W 93rd St Apt 16F
New York, NY 10025
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Melloh
47 Sprague St
S Portland, ME 4106
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sil Reynolds
27 Church St
Warren, RI 2885
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeremiah O'Leary
251 S Morley St
Baltimore, MD 21229
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bernadette Belcastro
68 Crocus Ave
Floral Park, NY 11001
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbranaral Eaton
PO Box 615
Easthampton, MA 1027
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ellen Cronin
4620 N Park Ave
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pat Chefalo
11 Del Verde Rd
Rochester, NY 14624
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephen Mac Nish
83 Valley View Rd
Pleasant Valley, NY 12569
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gerrit Crouse
38 4th Avenue
Gerrit, NY 10960
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Martin
17 Farrar Rd
Rindge, NH 3461
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Steve Crawshaw
945 Salem End Rd
Framingham, MA 1702
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cathy Loewenstein
2 Greenmeadow Dr
Babylon, NY 11702
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katherine Nelson
48 Birch Bay Dr
Bar Harbor, ME 4609
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leonard Schoch
27 Pine St
Salamanca, NY 14779
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Harry Sherman
PO Box 382
Hinesburg, VT 5461
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Randolph Pfaff
81 Lexington St
Boston, MA 2128
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Theodore Wilcox
225 Croydon Rd
Rochester, NY 14610
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

K Julianne Jackson
1 Westbourne Apt 4B
Bronxville, NY 10708
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Tweedy
10 Adams St
Taunton, MA 2780
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Iraheta
2 Marble St Apt 2
Haverhill, MA 1832
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debby Mount
6842 Boyers Mill Rd
New Market, MD 21774
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Agnieszka Beletsky
PO Box 366
East New Market, MD 21631
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lisa Arbogast
73 Prospect St
Portsmouth, NH 3801
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Helen Miller
179 Old Kings Hwy S
Darien, CT 6820
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Raymond Peters
114 New Hackensack Rd
Wappingers Falls, NY 12590
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Jourdenais
627 Symphony Woods Dr
Silver Spring, MD 20901
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Heyneman
716 Five Mile Line Rd
Webster, NY 14580
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ian Blackman
48 Blackman Rd
Chichester, NH 3258
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret McGinnis
7 Rockview Rd
Hull, MA 2045
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Georgia Stauffer
82 Alpine Dr
Colchester, CT 6415
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Cotterell
128 MacDougal St
New York, NY 10012
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Keith Wentworth
33 Scenic Vista Way
Merrimack, NH 3054
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Edward and Gail Temple
422 8th St
Brooklyn, NY 11215
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maria Elena Beros
99 Ridgeway
White Plains, NY 10605
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Aaron Solar
932 Barracuda Cove Ct
Annapolis, MD 21409
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Virginia Myung
331 E 29th St Apt 7O
New York, NY 10016
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Doreen Murphy
620 N Westfield St
Feeding Hills, MA 1030
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elana Katz Rose
1 Pond View Cir
Sharon, MA 2067
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Vikki Bristlin-Lax
77 Pitman St Apt 209
Providence, RI 2906
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Drysdale
8 Mink Dr
Hanover, NH 3755
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rumen Mladenov
222 W Edgewater Way
Newark, DE 19702
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jarryd Audette
890 VT Route 15
Underhill, VT 5489
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Berk
7 E 14th St Apt 1117
New York, NY 10003
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donald Becker
4 Ellery Rd
Waltham, MA 2453
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah Carr
68 Milton St
Florence, MA 1062
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Stanley
5 Sherwood Ln
West Simsbury, CT 6092
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Larry Tetenbaum
38 Summit Ct
Plainview, NY 11803
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrew Luckhardt
99 Hardy Rd
Londonderry, NH 3053
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cornelia Skipton
1914 Gainsboro Rd
Rockville, MD 20851
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kelly Murphey
2864 Stowe Hollow Rd
Stowe, VT 5672
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brenda Psaras
12 Woodbine Ln
East Moriches, NY 11940
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beverly Van Ness
114 Roebling St
Brooklyn, NY 11211
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rayna Caldwell
PO Box 411
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marianne Bruno
654 Centre Ave
Lindenhurst, NY 11757
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nikhil Shimpi
476 Clinton Ave Apt 1AA
Brooklyn, NY 11238
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Delvin Fanning
4809 Ravenswood Rd
Riverdale, MD 20737
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thomas Reynolds
66 New Salem South Rd
Voorheesville, NY 12186
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ronit Leora
75 Thompson St
New York, NY 10012
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linnell Krikorian
10 Old Orchard Way
Manchester, NH 3103
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jessica Macomber
74 King St
Scarborough, ME 4074
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ann Schaer
12 Old County Rd
Waldoboro, ME 4572
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dianne Rocheleau
7 Oberlin St Apt 2
Worcester, MA 1610
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judith Wassmer
3415 State Route 208
Campbell Hall, NY 10916
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Grace Payne
894 Great Hill Rd
Tamworth, NH 3886
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Doris Corbo
9 Garth Rd
West Roxbury, MA 2132
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Scudder
137 Axtell Rd
Maryland, NY 12116
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lance Polya
46 Fields Ln
Jericho, VT 5465
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sue Malone
45 Adams St
Westborough, MA 1581
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diana Heymann
98 Caya Ave
West Hartford, CT 6110
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jaquelin Lubin
50 Commonwealth Ave Apt 204
Boston, MA 2116
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Monteleon
PO Box 1302
Southwest Harbor, ME 4679
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Zink
1273 Old Route 9
Windsor, MA 1270
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Russ & Samantha Todd
15 Orchard Ct
Roslyn Heights, NY 11577
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathy Bovello
4515 Willard Ave Apt S1810
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Erin Staudt
14 Summer St
Andover, MA 1810
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joseph Ricci
112 Endicott Dr
Warwick, RI 2886
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Dearborn
8 Pennimans Grove Rd
Kingston, NH 3848
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Meghan Frost
57 Quarry Village Rd
Cheshire, CT 6410
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deborah Waxenberg
30 E 10th St Apt 7S
New York, NY 10003
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Henry Newhouse
PO Box 66
New Harbor, ME 4554
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christina Fraber
8433 Greenbelt Rd Apt 202
Greenbelt, MD 20770
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sheela Amembal
16 White Oak Farm Rd
Newtown, CT 6470
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Berlant
8A First Place
Brooklyn, NY 11231
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Bodane
2302 Stuyvesant Dr
Niskayuna, NY 12309
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Edward Souza
35 Robbins Ave Unit 56
Dracut, MA 1826
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anna Reycraft
668 Ely Ave
Pelham, NY 10803
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Evan Eisentrager
55 Mount Tom Ave # 2
Easthampton, MA 1027
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Johnson
7101 Mill Run Dr
Derwood, MD 20855
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Darrah Wagner
361 North Rd
Winterport, ME 4496
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Bandura
481 Neck Rd
Tiverton, RI 2878
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Traver Cowles
29 Flat Rock Rd
Branford, CT 6405
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Julia Motti
14 Pine Ln
Mount Tremper, NY 12457
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pippa Peartree
625 Caton Ave Apt 1B
Brooklyn, NY 11218
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nicole Rice
557 8th St Apt 2L
Brooklyn, NY 11215
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gary Thaler
84 Bradstreet Ave
Revere, MA 2151
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Edward Murray
45 Sterling Ave
Yonkers, NY 10704
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Yvette Fortune
1092 Willmohr St Apt B2
Brooklyn, NY 11212
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bob Welch
80 Corwin Rd
Rochester, NY 14610
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ellen Mcneirney
4400 East West Hwy
Bethesda, MD 20814
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lisa Vaughan
1302 N Rolling Rd
Baltimore, MD 21228
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Love
3621 Raymond St
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Emmy Thomee
28 Geiser Rd
Wynantskill, NY 12198
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charles Monette
50 Harris Pl
Brattleboro, VT 5301
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Bates
778 Macsherry Dr
Arnold, MD 21012
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kirsten E
602 W 190th St
New York, NY 10040
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Helene Stoller
62 Pierrepont St
Brooklyn, NY 11201
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brian Hauprich
PO Box 321
Islesboro, ME 4848
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bev Habada
7963 Riggs Rd
Adelphi, MD 20783
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kristine Cassar
438 Pierce Run
Newark, DE 19702
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Walter Modliszewski
49 Robbie Rd
Tolland, CT 6084
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Victoria Cantrell
18 Squirrel Run St
Yarmouth Port, MA 2675
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Reens
8 Flo Dr
Syosset, NY 11791
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Dufresne
42 Malbone St
Lakeville, MA 2347
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michele Ledesky
3928 South Street
Seaford, NY 11783
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol Browne
53 Stuart St
Watertown, MA 2472
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Harold Jacobowitz
305 E 85th St
New York, NY 10028
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Claire Gartner
9 Edgemoor Rd
Lutherville Timonium, MD 21093
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Josh Becker
54 Woodfield Dr
Claymont, DE 19703
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Prof. Len Messina
1618 Country Club Rd
Middletown, CT 6457
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Helene Bank
174 Putnam Ave # 1
Cambridge, MA 2139
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Margulis
31 Wedgewood Ln
Brookhaven, NY 11719
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ginger Girard
58 Sadler St
Windsor Locks, CT 6096
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Mendez
237 Allston St
Cambridge, MA 2139
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lee Reinhold
1 Rivercrest Dr # PO752
West Newbury, MA 1985
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Miller
507 Elm Ave
Takoma Park, MD 20912
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Babcock
66 Nordic Knoll Rd
Newry, ME 4261
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janice Bernard
100 Revolutionary Rd
Scarborough, NY 10510
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Isabelle Feldman
19112 Station Rd Apt 3
Flushing, NY 11358
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maria Venidis
PO Box 3214
Kingston, NY 12402
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Yvonne Hardgrave
39 Webster St
New Haven, CT 6511
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Filippa Juul
53 Howard St
New York, NY 10013
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Levinson
332 E 6th St Apt 3
New York, NY 10003
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diane Gaertner
11 Apple Ln
Commack, NY 11725
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laura Koulish
50 W 97th St
New York, NY 10025
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Catherine Clifton
157 Rockdale Rd
Mount Upton, NY 13809
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lynne Teplin
846 Palmer Rd Apt 1A
Bronxville, NY 10708
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Ingersoll
9414 Pineapple Ln
Forestport, NY 13338
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wendy Scherer
1419 Salt Springs Rd
Syracuse, NY 13214
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jane Hardy
130 Richards Rd
Lincolnville, ME 4849
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ira Weissman
71 Pierrepont Ave
Potsdam, NY 13676
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cathy Marczyk
15 Tiros Ave
Highland Mills, NY 10930
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

L Cline
4 Lorraine Ct
Riverhead, NY 11901
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Edward Demers
5632 Bent Branch Rd
Bethesda, MD 20816
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Raymond Leclair
38 Cutts Ave Apt C
Saco, ME 4072
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Derrick Tingley
234 Ruth St
Minoa, NY 13116
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Gilbert
70 Harper St.
Rochester, NY 14607
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marisa Greene
4846 Huntwood Path
Manlius, NY 13104
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Natasha Brenner
229 Chrystie St Apt 715
New York, NY 10002
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ron Wish
112 Highmount Ave
Nyack, NY 10960
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alex Brown
432 Johnson Rd
East Montpelier, VT 5651
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janet Buda
225 Everett St
East Boston, MA 2128
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael C
124 Ross Rd
Kennebunk, ME 4043
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Shawn Tays
256 School St
Manchester, CT 6040
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charles Pfeifer
5 Johnsons Grant
Woburn, MA 1801
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bobbie Flowers
418 W 17th St Apt 22A
New York, NY 10011
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judy Wenning
11 Riverside Dr
New York, NY 10023
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephen Lipman
6111 Delafield Ave
Bronx, NY 10471
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tara Mae
10 Tudor Dr
Stony Brook, NY 11790
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Harriet Shalat
10242 62nd Dr
Forest Hills, NY 11375
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Feinberg
2 Horatio St Apt 11B
New York, NY 10014
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diane Barense
43 Houghton St
Barrington, RI 2806
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Dow
18 Tree Top Ln
East Falmouth, MA 2536
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Husarik
15 Winslow Ln
Candia, NH 3034
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Trevor Combs
317 S Market St
Frederick, MD 21701
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Thomas
550 Broome St
New York, NY 10013
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marija Stroke
201 W 89th St
New York, NY 10024
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Warren
PO Box 503
Halifax, MA 2338
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ben Maltin
329 Ward St
Wallingford, CT 6492
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mercedes Armillas
659 Saint Marks Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11216
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Chris Proctor
266 W 73rd St Apt 4B
New York, NY 10023
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Chris Frost
PO Box 188
Round Pond, ME 4564
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dani Ortolano
145 Orchard St Apt 2
New York, NY 10002
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pat Winkelmayer
79 Brandywine Dr
Ocean Pines, MD 21811
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Florence Christoplos
6410 Sandy St
Laurel, MD 20707
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joan Engst
5421 Skinner Hill Rd
Moravia, NY 13118
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beverly Linton
25 Udine St
Arlington, MA 2476
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pat Wagner
62 Harriman Rd Ext
Averill Park, NY 12018
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judith Johnson
PO Box 624
Croton on Hudson, NY 10520
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peter Haroutian
676 Pleasant St
Worcester, MA 1602
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathy Kearns
50 Harwood Dr E
Glen Cove, NY 11542
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary De Spirt
73 Endicott Dr
Amherst, NY 14226
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michele & Dave K.
45 Sprucewood Blvd
Central Islip, NY 11722
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laurie Devers
9 Scotts Manor Ct
Freeland, MD 21053
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bill Briggs
186 Chute Rd
Windham, ME 4062
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Rosen
25 Parade Pl Apt 1B
Brooklyn, NY 11226
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beth Thomson
77 Marblehead St
North Reading, MA 1864
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sharon Mylott
PO Box 816
Charlestown, NH 3603
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Wurtz
513 Grand St
New York, NY 10002
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janice Otis
24 Silver Ln
Burnt Hills, NY 12027
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paul Roulier
1180 Strong Rd
South Windsor, CT 6074
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephen Bellomo  
22 Deerfield Dr  
Rochester, NY 14609
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dan Fullerton
70 Spring Pond Dr
Ossining, NY 10562
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janet Ordway
40 Macintosh Ln
Old Orchard Beach, ME 4064
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Catherine Rokaw
50 Mill Rd Apt 114
Littleton, MA 1460
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Dickinson
19 Birch Rd
South Windsor, CT 6074
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Haley Petersen
435 W Broadway Fl 2
New York, NY 10012
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Danielle Deconge
4616 Hawksbury Rd
Pikesville, MD 21208
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

MaryGrace Brown
107 Mount Sinai Ave
Mount Sinai, NY 11766
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Tonnesen
3 Esther Dr
Bedford, NH 3110
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Audrey Huzenis
20 W 72nd St
New York, NY 10023
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marc Gold
305 W 16th St
New York, NY 10011
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christine Green
23 Abbot Ave
Bath, NH 3740
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Shepherd
330 Haven Ave Apt GH
New York, NY 10033
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Clare Halloran
336 Richbell Rd
Mamaroneck, NY 10543
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Liam Obrien
79 Elmwood Rd
Lunenburg, MA 1462
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joseph Pollock
PO Box 422
Buffalo, NY 14231
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

JI Keith
PO Box 603182
Providence, RI 2906
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Monica Rangne
210 1st Ave Apt 11
New York, NY 10009
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

MaryDana Gershanoff
4 Grey Stone Path
Dedham, MA 2026
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Fred Schloessinger
11 Laurel Dr
Great Neck, NY 11021
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eileen Entin
104 Blossomcrest Rd
Lexington, MA 2421
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elspeth Strang
372 Central Park W Apt 19W
New York, NY 10025
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janet Harwell
PO Box 233
Jefferson, NY 12093
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brian Gingras
52 Bradford Commons Ln
Braintree, MA 2184
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

F Keating
80 Roger Williams Ave
Rumford, RI 2916
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Catherine
132 E 35th St
New York, NY 10016
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joyce McDonald
182 S Estate Dr
Webster, NY 14580
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bill Reinhardt
1613 New Scotland Rd
Slingerlands, NY 12159
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol Mcloughlin
915 166th St Apt 5C
Whitestone, NY 11357
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alan Strauss
67 Freemont St
Lexington, MA 2421
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Isaac Shamah
219 N Broadway
Nyack, NY 10960
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephen Heinzelman
21 Farm Field Ln
Pittsford, NY 14534
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rose Bres
1322 Darby Rd E
Wantagh, NY 11793
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Selma Waldstein
354 Waban Ave
Waban, MA 2468
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Francoise La Monica
944 Centre St
Newton, MA 2459
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lauryn Slotnick
4530 217th St
Bayside, NY 11361
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diane O'Donnell
28 Haven Esplanade St
Staten Island, NY 10301
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Davis
101 Buena Vista Ave
Federalsburg, MD 21632
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bethany Martens
6304 Frederick Rd
Catonsville, MD 21228
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Martens
6304 Frederick Rd
Catonsville, MD 21228
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beverly Bullock
400 W 43rd St Apt 27B
New York, NY 10036
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Louise Pillai
37 Tamarac Rd
Copake, NY 12516
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lorna Bosnos
211 W 106th St Apt 8D
New York, NY 10025
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joan Yates
20 Juniper Ln Unit 15
Westbrook, ME 4092
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Helena Lin
1133 Windward Rd
Milford, CT 6461
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ancy Thomas
9245 241st St
Bellerose, NY 11426
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

James & Yvonne Tittle
2057 Wallace Ave, #548
Bronx, NY 10462
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Schmoyer
1567 Odell Rd
Waterloo, NY 13165
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leslie Billings
5 Laurel Dr
Wallingford, CT 6492
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Radley Anderson
15 Loring Rd
Bristol, RI 2809
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Caroline Sévilla
4 Alle Marc Chagall
Schenectady, NY 12345
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Alison
100 Bowen Ave
Medford, MA 2155
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Geoff Giovan
PO Box 462
Charlestown, RI 2813
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Matthew Glock
189 Maple Ave
Altamont, NY 12009
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Freire
69 Woodlands Dr
Tuxedo Park, NY 10987
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Claire Leavitt
400 Triphammer Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Buchanan
14 Evergreene
Wallingford, CT 6492
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Krupp
8935 155th Ave Apt 1G
Howard Beach, NY 11414
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

M Komara
41 Wangum Rd
Westbrook, CT 6498
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lily Pink
2 Horatio St Apt 11B
New York, NY 10014
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Malgorzata Schmidt
244 Dill Ave
Frederick, MD 21701
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Claire Webser
14 S William St
Homer, NY 13077
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Mabe
6028 Claire Dr
Elkridge, MD 21075
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Allen Price
44 Brookside Dr
Cranston, RI 2910
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Domenico Mastrototaro
30 Fayette St
Boston, MA 2116
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peter J. Keiser
131 W Seneca St
Manlius, NY 13104
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David George
14570 226th St
Springfield Gardens, NY 11413
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gilda Carrington
45 W 54th St
New York, NY 10019
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Johanna Wermers
9712 Delamere Ct
Rockville, MD 20850
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Wiley
72 Chimney Hill Rd
Rochester, NY 14612
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marlene Hurley
12 Spring St Apt 3
Glens Falls, NY 12801
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mariana Heymans
2 Saxenburg Crescent  STRAND
CAPE TOWN, NY 12345
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sister Honora Kinney
93 Park Ave
Albany, NY 12202
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Vesa Kaakkuriniemi
JYVASKYLA Finland
Holtsville, NY 501
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katherine Griffin
107 S Broad St
Sackets Harbor, NY 13685
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kristian Benkö
35 Prospect Park W
Brooklyn, NY 11215
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lauren Lichtman
3419 Irwin Ave Apt 2102
Bronx, NY 10463
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nick Byrne
PO Box 49
Bedford, NY 10506
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eugene Seymour
PO Box 415
Roosevelttown, NY 13683
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Moeller
644B Gold Brook Rd
Stowe, VT 5672
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Schmitt
3439 west hill rd
Wallingford, VT 5773
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Poteet
120 Park St
Canandaigua, NY 14424
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bernt Johansson
14 Monadnock St
Keene, NH 3431
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Catherine O'donohue
936 5th Ave
New York, NY 10021
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael and Amy Roberts
367 Village Rd
Steuben, ME 4680
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Iacangelo
18413 Dutchess Dr
Olney, MD 20832
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gregory Mucci
63 Reitter St
Stratford, CT 6614
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Warner
29 Sherrick Ave
Holbrook, MA 2343
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Josh Norek
126 Leadbetter Rd
Wayne, ME 4284
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rhesa Antone
184 Vandyke Greenspring Rd
Townsend, DE 19734
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paul Mangold
5 Echo Ave
Nashua, NH 3062
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Arthur Fawcett
3 Morgan Cres
Schenectady, NY 12345
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Matuck
56 Day Ave
Westfield, MA 1085
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donald Solomon
733 River Ave
providence, RI 2908
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peggy Alt
PO Box 322
Philmont, NY 12565
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marilynn Vander Schaaf
135 Lexington Ave
Portland, ME 4103
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lucille Seymour
4 Inner Cir
Biddeford, ME 4005
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

PJacquelyn Schmidt
PO Box 183
Dracut, MA 1826
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christopher Panayi
15 Chambers Street
New York, NY 10007
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maureen Wulf
93 Foote St
Hamden, CT 6517
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paula Gullo
4 Fairview Ln
Plainview, NY 11803
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Shepard
143 Caroline St Apt 1
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Cox
321 E 71st St
New York, NY 10021
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Badia Baker
1236 Chestnut Pl
Cambridge, MD 21613
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gene Rutter
309 W 18th St Apt 703
Wilmington, DE 19802
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Theresa Davis
PO Box 335
East Hampton, NY 11937
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maria Lattuga
225 Locust Ave
Staten Island, NY 10306
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pamela Ward
PO Box 195
Lyndeborough, NH 3082
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joseph Dimaggio
PO Box 3632
Baltimore, MD 21214
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Stambaugh
15014 Mud College Rd
Thurmont, MD 21788
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thomas Wolslegel
321 Prospect St
East Longmeadow, MA 1028
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Aileen Mcevoy
191 W Pine St
Waverly, NY 14892
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wayne Shattes
23 Eastwood Rd
Miller Place, NY 11764
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gary Peacock
PO Box 106
Claryville, NY 12725
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan West
229 Pinesbridge Rd
Ossining, NY 10562
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jen Polverari
47 Summer Ave
Reading, MA 1867
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leo Lee
70 High Range Rd
Londonderry, NH 3053
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Graves
9 Moseley Ave
Newburyport, MA 1950
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sean Donnelly
PO Box 25338
Rochester, NY 14625
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Matt Brown
113 Delaware Ave
New Castle, DE 19720
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lesli Reilly
29 Corner Stone Dr
Dover, NH 3820
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leland Griffin Jr
2386 State Route 79
Trumansburg, NY 14886
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Fagerberg
412 Hall Rd
Barrington, NH 3825
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Vincent Aliperti
4760 State Route 14
Geneva, NY 14456
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah Hamilton
9087 Tioughanack Rd
Canastota, NY 13032
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paulette Hamilton
437 Black Plain Rd
North Smithfield, RI 2896
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Jo Butler
319 Thorncliff Rd
Buffalo, NY 14223
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deborah Wiggin
137 Bunker Hill Ave # 26
Stratham, NH 3885
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah Anderson
129 Oakland St Apt 2
Manchester, CT 6042
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dan Leggett
1811 Blueridge Ave
Silver Spring, MD 20902
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nathan Yaple
PO Box 157
Monterey, MA 1245
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jill Fogg
86 Oakhurst Rd
Cape Elizabeth, ME 4107
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Albert Gamble
25 Sampan Ave
Jamestown, RI 2835
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Sperry
50 Saint Collom Dr
Felton, DE 19943
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jody Nishman
23 Oneill Rd
Haydenville, MA 1039
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diane Perfetto
2176 Coney Island Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11223
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mark Forsyth
PO Box 736
Redwood, NY 13679
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Garry Gleckel
185 Main St
Ashby, MA 1431
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Norman Brown
32 Hunt Pond Rd
Sandown, NH 3873
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrew Fell
301 E 1st St
Corning, NY 14830
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susanna Woodward
4836 Shookstown Rd
Frederick, MD 21702
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Trevor Pontbriand
110 Holbrook Ave
Wellfleet, MA 2667
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bernard O'Neil
163 Castle Creek Rd # 163
Binghamton, NY 13901
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Pesterfield
922 Topmast Way
Annapolis, MD 21401
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christina Knapp
15 Southbourne Rd
Jamaica Plain, MA 2130
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tim Wadkins
8618 Manchester Rd Apt 4
Silver Spring, MD 20901
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pat Burton
17121 Queen Victoria Ct Apt 102
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Arel
4 Longfellow Dr
Dennis, MA 2638
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joel Friedman
8 Climbing Rose Ct
Rockville, MD 20850
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dennis Abrahamson
1 Ahrens Pl
Fredonia, NY 14063
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rita-Ann Fitzgerald
834 Walker Rd
Essex, NY 12936
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Dick
132 Sheepscot Rd
Newcastle, ME 4553
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bhavani Lorraine Nelson
211 Housatonic St Apt A1
Lenox, MA 1240
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Hiscock
34 Fecteau Cir Apt 26
Barre, VT 5641
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Graeme Stasyshyn
235 Curtis St
Meriden, CT 6450
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Chris Calabrese
380 Old Waterbury Rd Apt 3
Southbury, CT 6488
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Vernon
115 Keller Rd
Fonda, NY 12068
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rayne Baer
40 Constitution St
Bristol, RI 2809
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Stookey
PO Box 1123
Newport, RI 2840
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alan Jasper
110 Hampton Way
Merrick, NY 11566
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stu Erris
1010 Amherst Pl
Cheshire, CT 6410
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ed Popielarczyk
981 Burts Pit Rd
Florence, MA 1062
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maria Igartua
100 Kingsley Rd
Rochester, NY 14612
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Backstrom
237 Franklin St
Cambridge, MA 2139
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jill Lambe
720 Bayfield St
Takoma Park, MD 20912
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Raymond Clark
54 Foreside Common Dr
Falmouth, ME 4105
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joan Lesikin
75 Cragsmoor Rd
Pine Bush, NY 12566
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ed Skowron
117 Berry Corner Rd
Charlton, MA 1507
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thomas Giblin
130 Ahern Rd
Binghamton, NY 13903
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Benjamin Rice
51 Burnett Ln
Brookhaven, NY 11719
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brian Doctrow
8710 Cameron St Unit 627627
Silver Spring, MD 20910
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patrick Wright
20 Dodge St
Rochester, NH 3867
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Dawson
215 Victor Pkwy Apt A
Annapolis, MD 21403
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donald W. Henderson, Ph.D.
20 Woodlane Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Veronica Poklemba
11209 Jon Ct
Ijamsville, MD 21754
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maria Scarcello
49 Lebrun St
Port Jefferson Station, NY 11776
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kelly Armour
4167 US Highway 209
Stone Ridge, NY 12484
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elise Schlaikjer
528 Leyden Rd
Greenfield, MA 1301
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Nugent
6 North St
Glen Cove, NY 11542
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,
Amanda Mcgrail
10 Hawk Rise Ln
Owings Mills, MD 21117
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lisa Achilli
3827 River Rd Apt 17
Youngstown, NY 14174
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mark Bisanzo
182 Yacht Haven Dr
Shelburne, VT 5482
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katherine Glatter
535 West St
Amherst, MA 1002
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Melinda Meyerhoff
PO Box 271
Meriden, NH 3770
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael O'Brien
400 W 23rd St
New York, NY 10011
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stuart Mackay-Smith
188 Ocean Dr E
Stamford, CT 6902
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Friends
6180 Lewis Rd
Trumansburg, NY 14886
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jo Roehrig
5683 Cheningo Solon Pond Rd
Cincinnatus, NY 13040
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kate Ravenstein
52 Congressional Ct
Magnolia, DE 19962
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Shalese Ford
150 Adams St
Dorchester, MA 2122
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

George Dillmann
1309 N Cayuga St
Ithaca, NY 14850
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Bjorkman
1010 Waltham St Apt 120
Lexington, MA 2421
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judy Rhee
91 N 4th St
Brooklyn, NY 11249
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

M.E. Scullard
650 W End Ave
New York, NY 10025
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Devin Griffiths
3 Oakwood Dr
Belchertown, MA 1007
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Metzler
1825 Cedar Dr
Severn, MD 21144
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Frank Regan
50 Brighton St
Rochester, NY 14607
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ellen Brouillet
34 Little River Rd
Berwick, ME 3901
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Kuehnling
48 Meadow St
Clinton, NY 13323
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Lehrer
13304 Ridge Dr
Rockville, MD 20850
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Anderson
125 River St
North Weymouth, MA 2191
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ilda Johnston
7 Papineau St
Worcester, MA 1603
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Renee Lerner
101 W End Ave Apt 26E
New York, NY 10023
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Rogers
1000 Sand St
Brier Hill, NY 13614
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Budd
23 Rosepoint Ave
West Wareham, MA 2576
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Passero
174 Moody St Apt 244
Waltham, MA 2453
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Smith
2001 S Clinton Ave
Rochester, NY 14618
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joy Smiley
1 Target Ln
Levittown, NY 11756
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrew Dunbar
40 Summer St
Peterborough, NH 3458
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ann Barnett
44 W 96th St Apt 3B
New York, NY 10025
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Colleen Taylor
8 Shady Acres Dr
Fairfield, ME 4937
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joy Edwards
4709 Long Green Rd
Glen Arm, MD 21057
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Fawn King
11 W 8th St Apt 2E
New York, NY 10011
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amy Craig
21 Sheridan Cir
Attleboro, MA 2703
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mark Sweeney
4005 Gray Rock Dr
Ellicott City, MD 21042
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol Bialy
508 Greenkill Rd
Kingston, NY 12401
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amy Cyr
146 Pinney St Apt 15
Ellington, CT 6029
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Martin Hochberg
135 Wright Ave
Malverne, NY 11565
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Mcrae
9 Groton St Apt 2
Pepperell, MA 1463
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christine Perkins
13 E Elizabeth St
Skaneateles, NY 13152
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Zaborek
387 Burgoyne Rd
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jessica Peraza
2415 Michigan Ave
Silver Spring, MD 20910
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jackie Levinson
360 Saint Lawrence Ave
Buffalo, NY 14216
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laurence Bourguignon
8 Le Clos Juhel Garden Cottage
Schenectady, NY 12345
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Vanessa Gonzalez-Green
531 Brook Rd
Towson, MD 21286
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lynne Simeone
3849 Amboy Rd Apt H1
Staten Island, NY 10308
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gisela Tillier
7 Lantern Ln
Falmouth, MA 2540
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joel Leitner
77 Myrtle Blvd
Larchmont, NY 10538
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Edward Griffith
228 Martin Stream Rd
Fairfield, ME 4937
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathy Dyas
171 W 79th St
New York, NY 10024
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katia Iannacome
168 Cypress St
Rochester, NY 14620
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David White
1552 State Highway 102
Bar Harbor, ME 4609
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Douglas Nam
68 Zachary Dr
Durham, ME 4222
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Noa Shapiro-Tamir
4088 Garrett Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Staats
121 Hackett Ave
Lakeville, MA 2347
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joanne Wolfe
213 Gates St Unit 1
Portsmouth, NH 3801
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol Tomusiak
229 Branford Rd Unit 236
North Branford, CT 6471
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Muhlhausen
272 Willow Ave # 1
Somerville, MA 2144
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Space
63 Cross Rd
Northfield, MA 1360
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diane Patnode
11 Sugartree Ln Unit G7
Essex Junction, VT 5452
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andy Mccarron
34 Nashua Rd
Groton, MA 1450
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Chick
502 Knowlton Corner Rd
Farmington, ME 4938
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joseph Piperis
544 Heritage Hls Unit D
Somers, NY 10589
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Forte
5252 Sharps Point Rd
Salisbury, MD 21801
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Elman
5005 43rd Ave Apt 4D
Woodside, NY 11377
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stanley Becker
370 W Broadway Apt 3C
Long Beach, NY 11561
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paul Goedde
305 Haile Ave
Baltimore, MD 21225
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Steve Schrempf
20 Maple Ave
Cambridge, MA 2139
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrew Hinz
1427 Park Ave
Baltimore, MD 21217
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephanie E.
504 E 63rd St
New York, NY 10065
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paula Driscocoe
13848 Turnmore Rd
Silver Spring, MD 20906
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marianna Morrone
469 4th Ave Apt 3L
Brooklyn, NY 11215
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eleanor Ackley
76 Harvard St.
Franconia, NH 3580
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gail Padalino
3999 Ny Highway 150
West Sand Lake, NY 12196
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bill Glatfelter
41 Old Colony Dr
Westborough, MA 1581
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ruth Gitto
3830 210th St
Bayside, NY 11361
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrea Doukas
168 Coolidge St
Brookline, MA 2446
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stann Mercer
4425 Scotia Rd
Halethorpe, MD 21227
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Claudia Devinney
6786 Westview Dr
Perry, NY 14530
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Plaxico
3303 Shore Dr
Annapolis, MD 21403
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrew Moss
PO Box 153
Ruby, NY 12475
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Sargent
1641 Broadway #1
Haverhill, MA 1832
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Guest
112 Larchmont Dr
Trumansburg, NY 14886
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sally Yost
6303 Blenheim Rd
Baltimore, MD 21212
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Blair
102 Lore Ave
Wilmington, DE 19809
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dr. Leyla Schimmel
221 Highland Rd
Andover, MA 1810
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Eder
86 Atkins Mayo Rd
Provincetown, MA 2657
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alan Coulter
1809 Quaker Village Rd
Weybridge, VT 5753
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Fifer
16077 Willow Creek Rd
Lewes, DE 19958
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pedro Mier
8310 35th Ave Apt 4V
Jackson Heights, NY 11372
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mark Cohen
10 Warren Ave
Great Barrington, MA 1230
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diane Hashem
822 Nh Route 49
Thornton, NH 3285
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rick And Alice Weber
108 Lille Rd
Nashua, NH 3062
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mark Kilner
1024 Willowleaf Way
Potomac, MD 20854
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kim Silva
68 Monroe St
Hartford, CT 6114
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Winifred Sequeira
18 Stuyvesant Oval Apt 2G
New York, NY 10009
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Shannon Soltysiak
576 Leonard St Fl 4
Brooklyn, NY 11222
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pamela Jordan
13 Ashland St
Nashua, NH 3064
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Hannahlore Trickett
50 Father Rasle Rd
Norridgewock, ME 4957
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deborah Spencer
12 Newport Dr
Billerica, MA 1821
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lee Sulkowski
81 Lyrae Dr
Getzville, NY 14068
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tyler Wentland
17 Perkins Dr
York, ME 3909
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Tsang
545 E 12th St Apt Gdn
New York, NY 10009
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carl Gutman
10 Pine St
Delmar, NY 12054
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Daniel Cignoli
1 Sun Valley Dr
Coram, NY 11727
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Fessler
20 Slate Hill Dr
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deborah Friend
3 Crystal Ln
Newton, NH 3858
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Suzane Northrop
201 W 85th St
New York, NY 10024
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrea Boyarsky-Maisel
7105 45th St
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maryann Arabadjis
35 Chestnut St Apt 206
Charlestown, MA 2129
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeff Gold
2181 Walden Hill Rd
Danville, VT 5828
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michelle Burke
1165 Broadway Ave
Holbrook, NY 11741
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Briana Mesias
66 Harwich St
Hartford, CT 6114
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laura Napoleon
25230 58th Ave
Little Neck, NY 11362
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alex Cicale
150 Stoll Rd
Saugerties, NY 12477
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lori Beinhauer
35428 W River Dr
Millsboro, DE 19966
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Khristine Hopkins
18 Alden St
Provincetown, MA 2657
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Edward Priem
276 Van Yahres Rd
Cooperstown, NY 13326
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rich N
PO Box 142
Lisle, NY 13797
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Denise Mobilia
400 W 37th St Apt 4H
New York, NY 10018
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nanette Bennett
PO Box 323
South China, ME 4358
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Harrington
120 Hanian Dr
Weymouth, MA 2189
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Merle Showers
401 Highgate Ave
Buffalo, NY 14215
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Grosbard
115 Central Park W Apt 5E
New York, NY 10023
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Hartman
1316 Glen Avon Rd
Grand Island, NY 14072
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marlene Tendler
105 Walnut Hill Rd
Bethel, CT 6801
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathy Haverkamp
722 Billsboro Rd
Geneva, NY 14456
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laura Silverman
30 Rose Rd
West Nyack, NY 10994
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrew Lenz
PO Box 59
Leverett, MA 1054
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maria Moniz
14 Ludlam St
Falmouth, MA 2540
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sally Johnson
292 Streeter Pond Dr
Sugar Hill, NH 3586
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mark Sarnacki
2 Robin Ln
Troy, NY 12180
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jake Pendlebury
26 Lincoln Ave
Marblehead, MA 1945
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Kennedy
100 Newbury Ct Apt 5521
Concord, MA 1742
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joshua Gray
33 Goodale St
West Boylston, MA 1583
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Domina
100 Meadowcroft Rd
Rochester, NY 14609
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debora Moncada
50 Old Town Rd
Staten Island, NY 10304
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Emma Houseman
20 Reid Rd
Chelmsford, MA 1824
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Greenblatt
108 Ardsley Dr
Syracuse, NY 13214
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ben Larochelle
5 Lindsey Way
Hampden, ME 4444
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paula Minklei
896 Orchard Park Rd
West Seneca, NY 14224
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Trixie Brunson
E7 Gillmore Vlg
Utica, NY 13502
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sabina Gross
123 Rivendell Ave
Schenectady, NY 12345
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Theodora Boura
11 Montfern Ave
Boston, MA 2135
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elaine Livingston
1403 Glenwood Rd
Vestal, NY 13850
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brandon Perras
502 River Ave
Providence, RI 2908
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tom Dunlea Iii
160 Daniel Webster Hwy Apt 311
Nashua, NH 3060
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tina Martin
108 Congress Ave
Rochester, NY 14611
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Jourdenais
627 Symphony Woods Dr
Silver Spring, MD 20901
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

P. Carol Bullard-Bates
10702 Lombardy Rd
Silver Spring, MD 20901
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Hugh Freund
38 Cheehaak Road
South Freeport, ME 4078
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Raymond Swierczynski
10 Hillside Ter
Suffern, NY 10901
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Prockop
50 Shirley Rd
Groton, MA 1450
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pamela Lyles
5513 Hill Way
Camp Springs, MD 20746
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christine Lazar
10 Rockdale Hill Cir
Upton, MA 1568
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lauren Hayman
424 74th St
Brooklyn, NY 11209
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Joyner
406 Harwood Rd
Catonsville, MD 21228
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Sylvander
PO Box 387
Shrub Oak, NY 10588
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Phillip Barsky
17609 Parkridge Dr
Gaithersburg, MD 20878
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nora Gaines
PO Box 811
New York, NY 10024
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pam Hays
77 Matawanakee Trl
Littleton, MA 1460
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ursula Rodriguez
8419 129th St
Kew Gardens, NY 11415
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dan Abramovich
2045 Commonwealth Ave Apt 5
Brighton, MA 2135
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joel Shaw
2621 Union St Apt 2H
Flushing, NY 11354
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Gordon
11 Colonel John Gardner Rd
Narragansett, RI 2882
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Barbetti
64 Ellis St
Milford, CT 6460
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol Dutton
51 Bateman Ave
Newport, RI 2840
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lynne Minore
2529 E 24th St # 8
Brooklyn, NY 11235
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debbie Heaton
226 Jeffrey Dr
Middletown, DE 19709
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anna Kramer
2306 Ocean Ave Apt D8
Brooklyn, NY 11229
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Walt Luerken
142 Woodward Ave
Seekonk, MA 2771
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathy Bentley
9502 Ridgely Ave
Baltimore, MD 21234
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

S. Nam
165 Bennett Ave Apt 4L
New York, NY 10040
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Baum
15 Middle Rd
Hampton Bays, NY 11946
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Parr
21 Henderson Rd
Weymouth, MA 2188
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leah Santone
384 Pelham St
Methuen, MA 1844
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandra Raviv
PO Box 1097
North Beach, MD 20714
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ellen Halbert
46454 Cherryfield Ln
Drayden, MD 20630
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Richman
54 Queensview Rd
Marlborough, MA 1752
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marcia Ruiz
550 Riverside Dr Apt 47
New York, NY 10027
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nitin Agarwal
348 Market St E
Gaithersburg, MD 20878
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peter Richards
55 Indian Ledge Rd
Voorheesville, NY 12186
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marvin J Ward
15 Cottage St Apt 413
Easthampton, MA 1027
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Chris Paterson
PO Box 409
Taftsville, VT 5073
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gisele Cheffi
13302 Santa Anita Rd
Laurel, MD 20708
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Tuminski
47 Hidden Brook Dr
Stamford, CT 6907
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maureen Hayes
5 Ackerman Ave
Airmont, NY 10901
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Russo
278 Weatherly Trl
Guilford, CT 6437
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Steve Hopkns
6 Peck Ave Apt 62B
Rye, NY 10580
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Adelheid Koepfer
35 Whiffle Tree Rd
Wallingford, CT 6492
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charles Larkin
182 Portal Rd
Montpelier, VT 5602
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Keith
675 Nassau Dr
Springfield, MA 1129
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rashida Paul
15A Old Route 202A
Pomona, NY 10970
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Casey Cochran
337 Haverhill St
North Reading, MA 1864
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bobbie Monahan
2686 Gatehouse Dr
Baltimore, MD 21207
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Clark
135 Rice Corner Rd
Brookfield, MA 1506
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katerina Naumenko
161 Butler Rd
Poland, NY 13431
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol Walker
29 Jefferson St
Winthrop, MA 2152
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Cilley
29 Moharimet Dr
Madbury, NH 3823
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Bonnell
370 Riverside Dr Apt 7B
New York, NY 10025
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lucian Cohen
1 W 72nd St Apt 81
New York, NY 10023
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gerald Cosenza
5 Foothill Ln
Sanford, ME 4073
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Huarachi
555 10th Ave Apt 21O
New York, NY 10018
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

M Lopez
470 N Broadway Apt A25
Yonkers, NY 10701
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ruth Frances
6617 Fairfax Rd
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Willsey
15 Eleanor Dr
Cumberland, RI 2864
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Caroline Kern
12 Payson St
Lexington, MA 2421
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judi Bird
PO Box 285
Brookhaven, NY 11719
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Anderson
123 Maple Dr
Annapolis, MD 21403
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Monica OConnor
301 Avondale Circle
Severna Park, MD 21146
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mallory Hattie
8 Camperdown Elm Dr Apt A7
Scarborough, ME 4074
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Frank Wyszomirski
70 E Catherine St
Binghamton, NY 13904
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Monroe Head
87 E 2nd St
New York, NY 10003
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rhonda Stacy-
36 Richards Ave
Portsmouth, NH 3801
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Philip Rich
400 Hudson Ave Apt 117
Albany, NY 12203
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Toby Tarnow
183 Federal Hill Rd
Hollis, NH 3049
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Lombard
27 Victor St Apt 24
Haverhill, MA 1832
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Heather McCarthy
26 Holbrook Ct
Holbrook, MA 2343
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Danielle LeBlanc
11 Russell St
Portland, ME 4102
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Matthew Eshelman
88 Glen Rock Ave
Malden, MA 2148
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Russell Osgood
408 Nadine Dr
Pembroke, NH 3275
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kevin O'Brien
155 Highland Ave
Watertown, MA 2472
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Schaem
PO Box 8029
New York, NY 10150
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Isabel Denham
20 Blueberry Ln Apt L106
Falmouth, ME 4105
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah Stewart
85 Garfield St
Watertown, MA 2472
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kim Castelli
773 Croton Falls Rd
Carmel, NY 10512
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Melissa Hughes
11 John St
Wakefield, RI 2879
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Maderer
300 Riverside Dr Apt 3D
New York, NY 10025
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Francis Mastri
87 Jones St
West Haven, CT 6516
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jessica Reynolds
8011 Hollow Reed Ct
Frederick, MD 21701
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gilbert Sabater
305 E 86th St Apt 18NW
New York, NY 10028
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Hal Smith
205 Garrett Rd
Windsor, NY 13865
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Glen Benjamin
140 Court St Apt 509
Portsmouth, NH 3801
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carl Arnold
510 Turk Rd
East Meredith, NY 13757
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Loomba
24 Pleasant Ridge Rd
Valhalla, NY 10595
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cathy Foster
648 Hanover Center Rd
Hanover, NH 3755
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jane Conboy
58 Center St Apt 1-5
Dennisport, MA 2639
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dan Fraizer
230 Washington Blvd
Springfield, MA 1108
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cora Quisumbing-King
40 Sandpiper Dr
Dover, NH 3820
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ann Cohen
20 Inwood Rd
Auburn, MA 1501
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anthony Meoni
14125 Clarksville Pike
Highland, MD 20777
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Lawrence
152 Elm St
Concord, NH 3303
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Hart
921 Glenhaven Sq
Troy, NY 12180
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debra Teich
27 South Main St.
Smithsburg, MD 21783
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carl Kohls
506 Meadow Rd
Syracuse, NY 13219
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Honora Brehm
7 Riverside Ln
Ellsworth, ME 4605
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leo Shapiro
6907 Rhode Island Ave
College Park, MD 20740
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laurie Toner
554 Washington St # 2
Brighton, MA 2135
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Don Dobesh
34 Springhouse Rd
Dryden, NY 13053
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charles Skinner
606 Stoneleigh Rd
Baltimore, MD 21212
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Adam Vrbanic
1710 Avenue H Apt A3
Brooklyn, NY 11230
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ed Everett
4 Aldersey St
Somerville, MA 2143
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Don Hnatowich
65 Naples Rd
Brookline, MA 2446
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Rynasiewicz
329 Hopkins Rd
Baltimore, MD 21212
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol Berkeley
10 Camelot Dr
Boxford, MA 1921
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Francine Ungaro
639 Andrews St
Southington, CT 6489
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Raha
209 Garth Rd
Scarsdale, NY 10583
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Rybicki
39 Flagg Ct
Staten Island, NY 10304
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Martha Waldron
271 Northampton Rd
Amherst, MA 1002
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Adam Loomis
1156 E Venice Rd
Locke, NY 13092
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marybeth Diss
302 Clifton Pl Apt 3
Brooklyn, NY 11216
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Edward James
226 Causeway St
Medfield, MA 2052
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jenne Sindoni
119 Marion St
Wilmington, MA 1887
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Helen Anderson
180 Delaware Ct
Portland, ME 4103
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kellie Smith
13 Brandy Ln
Deering, NH 3244
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Nelson
88 Kingston St Unit 7B
Boston, MA 2111
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Davis
86 Averyville Ln Apt 2
Lake Placid, NY 12946
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karin Hemmingsen
361 Richardson Ave
Attleboro, MA 2703
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rita Jaskowitz
121 7th Ave Apt 3F
Brooklyn, NY 11215
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mike Belanger
1049 Crosstown Rd
Berlin, VT 5602
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Stout
57 Oak St
Westerly, RI 2891
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mark Zolandz
2705 S Riding Dr
Wilmington, DE 19808
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Florence Morris
955 Culver Rd
Rochester, NY 14609
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deborah Fobes
55 Lwr. Cranberry Meadow Rd.
Berwick, ME 3901
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maribel Ramos
3125 Godwin Ter
Bronx, NY 10463
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Herbert Stein
144 Barnes Rd
Washingtonville, NY 10992
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Arthur And Lois Finstein
9 Randy Rd
Framingham, MA 1701
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Adele Cuthbert
12026 Coldstream Dr
Potomac, MD 20854
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Hill
706 Timber Ridge Dr
Camillus, NY 13031
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sharon Thomason
77 Montclair Dr
West Hartford, CT 6107
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Corinne Dodge
92 Warner Hill Rd
Derry, NH 3038
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Bradshaw
4170 State Route 91
Jamesville, NY 13078
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Fred Binkley
15 Sheridan Sq
New York, NY 10014
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

E Awisukiewicz
261 Woodfield Xing
Rocky Hill, CT 6067
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joana Ortiz
5823 70th Ave
Ridgewood, NY 11385
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laurel Facey
47 Davis Rd
Millers Falls, MA 1349
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pedro Rodriguez
509 Westford St
Lowell, MA 1851
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Downing Cless
48 Spy Pond Ln
Arlington, MA 2474
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Victor Klebanoff
PO Box 557
Cross River, NY 10518
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jean Doering
4666 Lincklaen Rd
Cazenovia, NY 13035
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Evan Sederquest
32 Great Oak Dr
Chester, NH 3036
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Kachalo
4655 Ilchester Rd
Ellicott City, MD 21043
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol Allen
19 Beechwood Rd
Hartsdale, NY 10530
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alan Meyer
4210 Holbrook Rd
Randallstown, MD 21133
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Waltner
PO Box 773
Williamsburg, MA 1096
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donna Holland
268 Light St
Stratford, CT 6614
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Louise Roche
136 Cross Brook Rd
Woodbury, CT 6798
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Valerie Faden
24 Beach Plum Drive
Millville, DE 19967
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Gabel -Brett
11 Cobbs Rd
West Hartford, CT 6107
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gisela De San Roman
11818 Union Tpke Apt 9G
Kew Gardens, NY 11415
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Betty LaRoe
303 Park Ave S
New York, NY 10010
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Art Hehn
507 Bayard Ave
Rehoboth Beach, DE 19971
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Junius Beebe Iii
30 Stony Brook Rd
Marblehead, MA 1945
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Helen Keegan
47 Grand St
Seymour, CT 6483
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rachel Wencek
26 Blake St
Quincy, MA 2170
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mark Hollinrake
35 Morningside Ave
New York, NY 10026
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laurie Denis
23 Boardman St
Salem, MA 1970
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Francesca Heller
640 W 231st St Apt 6B
Bronx, NY 10463
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alex Stavis
65 E 96th St Apt 9A
New York, NY 10128
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ellen Leary
140 Colonel Bell Dr
Brockton, MA 2301
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Curtis Flowers
445 E 34th St
Brooklyn, NY 11203
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Shamus Nicholson
716 County Route 41
Mexico, NY 13114
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gray Anderson
182 Hillside Ave
White Plains, NY 10603
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gavin Ford
3208 Ferndale St
Kensington, MD 20895
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barry Smith
796 E 19th St
Brooklyn, NY 11230
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandra Musella
3 Ran Dr
Woburn, MA 1801
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Virginia Snider
410 Hartford Rd Apt 209
Buffalo, NY 14226
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Kite
Brown Street New York
Schenectady, NY 12345
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol Walker
29 Jefferson St.
Winthrop, MA 2152
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deborah Gryk
85 Marjorie Ln
Manchester, CT 6042
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ronald Schlesinger
5801 Nicholson Ln Apt 1205
Rockville, MD 20852
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alix Nunez
251 Seaman Ave
New York, NY 10034
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Bolles
182 Norwood Ave
New London, CT 6320
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peter Lundell
95 Phillips Ave
Rockport, MA 1966
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wanda Ratliff
4 Ledgestone Dr
Hopkinton, MA 1748
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Fine
10118 Parkwood Dr
Bethesda, MD 20814
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bruce Fuller
PO Box 60003
Florence, MA 1062
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Roanne Oranch
89 Needham St Apt 2305
Newton, MA 2461
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Miller
204 Mechanic St Apt 26
Lebanon, NH 3766
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Lawrence
100 Hollywood Ave
Albany, NY 12208
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jared Cornelia
125 Denn Pl
Wilmington, DE 19804
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diane Bossers
57 Gaylord Rd
Gaylordsville, CT 6755
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eric J. Arroyo
3725 Henry Hudson Pkwy Apt 12E
Bronx, NY 10463
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert G Kelly Jr
271 Locust St
West Hempstead, NY 11552
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Beach
31 Mountain View Ave
Albany, NY 12205
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Emery
34 Mountain Ave
Larchmont, NY 10538
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

bob welch
80 corwin rd
rochester, NY 14610
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peter Koch
20 Casablanca Lane
Woodstock, NY 12498
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Edgar Gehlert
14 Stoutenburgh Dr
Hyde Park, NY 12538
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Edgar Gehlert
14 Stoutenburgh Drive
Hyde Park, NY 12538
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gary Owens
811 W Padonia Rd
Cockeysville, MD 21030
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rick Fetters
17 Ledgeview Dr
Assonet, MA 2702
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marguerite E Donovan Csj
385 Watervliet Shaker Rd
Latham, NY 12110
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joe Connolly
40 Michael Ln
Newington, CT 6111
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amy Pick
1 Hawk Dr
New Paltz, NY 12561
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Hannah Crone
247 Main St Apt 1
Fairfield, ME 4937
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah McNamara
116 5th Ave Lowr
North Tonawanda, NY 14120
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deb Denbow
69 Florida Ave
Portland, ME 4103
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gail Musante
199 Front St
Deposit, NY 13754
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

M Lehman
77 Grattan St
Chicopee, MA 1020
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Brown
12 Country Club Dr Apt 27
Manchester, NH 3102
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beth Wyandt
150 Staniford St Apt 525
Boston, MA 2114
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lisa Moore
38 Waters Edge Ct
Babylon, NY 11702
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

S Arroyo
3725 Henry Hudson Pkwy
Bronx, NY 10463
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leo Kuczynski
20 Gateway Ct
Cheshire, CT 6410
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laxmi Banerjee
877 Bay Ridge Ave Apt 1F
Brooklyn, NY 11220
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judith Miller
777 Middle Rd Unit 38
Portsmouth, NH 3801
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susann Brown
90 Shirewood Dr
Rochester, NY 14625
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Fegan
150 Main St
Nanuet, NY 10954
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Ellen Bowen
36 Buckland St Unit 33
Plantsville, CT 6479
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barry De Jasu
PO Box 422
Montague, MA 1351
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephen Donnelly
6 Pinebrook Dr
Easthampton, MA 1027
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joanna Lasher
2292 Hermance Rd
Galway, NY 12074
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Abigail Gindele
229 Clinton St
Portsmouth, NH 3801
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeannette Capotorto
16 Plum Tree Ln
Commack, NY 11725
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Montague
266 N Plain Rd
Housatonic, MA 1236
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

A Leeson
14 Euclid Ave
Middletown, NY 10940
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Rosen
121 Larch St
Providence, RI 2906
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joshua Paterno
1730 Mulford Ave
Bronx, NY 10461
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maureen Holland
20 Morse St
Freeport, ME 4032
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laurrie Cozza
205 Wayne Ave
Stony Point, NY 10980
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peter Traub
197 Lake Shore Dr
Cheshire, MA 1225
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Armistead
66 Fresh Pond Pkwy
Cambridge, MA 2138
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Herbert Rosenblum
66 W 94th St Apt 17E
New York, NY 10025
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Vaughan Shelby
2020 Maple Hill St
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charlene Cooper
246 Plank Rd
Poestenkill, NY 12140
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Payne
50 Friends Way
Falmouth, MA 2540
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathy Donegan
8 Court Ave
Barrington, RI 2806
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joanne Sheldon
54 New Wickham Dr
Penfield, NY 14526
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Randy Squillace
134 Bassett St # 2F
Syracuse, NY 13210
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David White
150 Middle Road
Center Sandwich, NH 3227
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Seward
211 Oldtown Rd
Goldsboro, MD 21636
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Madore
16 Gothic St
South Paris, ME 4281
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maureen and Kevin McCarthy
32 South St
Marblehead, MA 1945
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Quinn
1406 Walker Lake Ontario Rd
Hilton, NY 14468
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beth Doherty
4224 Garnet Dr
Middletown, MD 21769
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan North
330 W 28th St
New York, NY 10001
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wayne Straight
961 Day Rd
Sykesville, MD 21784
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cynthie Turton
300 Franklin St
Tonawanda, NY 14150
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Samantha Macia
3923 Denfeld Ave
Kensington, MD 20895
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Seakwood
100 Bird Rd
New Lebanon, NY 12125
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paul Martin
16 Robert Rd
Danvers, MA 1923
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tony Moureilles
77 Trowbridge St Apt 61
Cambridge, MA 2138
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lauren Moss-Racusin
1189 Main St
Coventry, CT 6238
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joseph Tonini
103 Skelly Pl
Mineola, NY 11501
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sherri Harrell
166 Spruance Rd
Dover, DE 19901
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephen Simmons
3365 Howlett Hill Rd
Camillus, NY 13031
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah Collins
1816 Berrywood Rd
Parkville, MD 21234
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah Waller
12 Louise Dr
Cortland, NY 13045
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laurie Goodhart
PO Box 545
Cambridge, NY 12816
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lisa Stimpson
153 Bergen St Apt 1
Brooklyn, NY 11217
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Douglas Gaum
18912 High Point Dr
Gaithersburg, MD 20879
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Armin Opitz
121 Silver Leaf Way Apt 34
Marlborough, MA 1752
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katie Garton
430 W 34th St Apt 8C
New York, NY 10001
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Shyama Orum
305 W 28th St Apt 16E
New York, NY 10001
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joanna Lasher
2292 Hermance Rd.
Galway, NY 12074
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol Moore
PO Box 938
New London, NH 3257
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jennifer R
16364 Willets Point Blvd
Whitestone, NY 11357
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Kipnes
23 Nathaniel Dr
Hudson, NH 3051
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Larry Snider
69 Burdette Dr
Cheektowaga, NY 14225
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deborah Fexis
47 Lakeview Dr
Nottingham, NH 3290
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michelle Henkin
17 Juniper Ln
Bristol, ME 4539
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pete Klosterman
372 Central Park W Apt 12A
New York, NY 10025
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katherine White
17705 Hollingsworth Dr
Derwood, MD 20855
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sherita Wilson
10 N French Rd
Amherst, NY 14228
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Richman
3207 Oberon St
Kensington, MD 20895
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maryanna Foskett
101 Brantwood Rd
Arlington, MA 2476
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ellen Callahan
10A Albert Rd
Peabody, MA 1960
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Lou Crimmins
50 Winchester St Apt 201
Brookline, MA 2446
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Comaskey
1430 Thieriot Ave Apt 4J
Bronx, NY 10460
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charles Arnold
PO Box 1672
Manchester, NH 3105
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Arlene Forward
8 Hampton Hill Ct
Huntington, NY 11743
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anne Johansen
91 Clay St Apt 608
Quincy, MA 2170
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jim Hunt
324 Chestnut Hill Ave Apt 9
Brighton, MA 2135
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Gottlieb
4 Greenwood Rd
Natick, MA 1760
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Grossman
83 Varnum Ave
Lowell, MA 1854
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah Peters
1401 Blair Mill Rd
Silver Spring, MD 20910
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eric McKenzie  
20 Hillside Rd Unit R  
Greenbelt, MD 20770
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nathan Reilly
54 Forest St Apt 319
Medford, MA 2155
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Veronica Dinovi
390 Lakeside Rd
Newburgh, NY 12550
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joseph Humphrey
21 Brussels Dr
Nashua, NH 3063
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jan Herndon
484 W 43rd St Apt 34A
New York, NY 10036
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lyndsey Milcarek
2838 Orangeville Center Rd
Warsaw, NY 14569
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janis Prifti
PO Box 235
Southwick, MA 1077
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sharon Gershman
94 Corey Rd Apt 34
Brighton, MA 2135
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nazneen Qazi
14140 73rd Ave
Flushing, NY 11367
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Ellis
27 N Main St
Berkley, MA 2779
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Scott De Mercado
68 Rising Rock Rd
Stamford, CT 6903
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Quinet
141 Church St
Willimantic, CT 6226
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Miller
7914 Stonehearth Rd
Severn, MD 21144
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brian Jennings
321 Cedar Ln
Williston, VT 5495
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephen Burns
70 Summerdale Rd
Angola, NY 14006
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Ekman
11401 S Glen Rd
Potomac, MD 20854
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Angela Canales
1100 N Broadway
N Massapequa, NY 11758
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Simpson
642 Parma Center Rd
Hilton, NY 14468
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christine Porrello
190 W Flat Hill Rd
Southbury, CT 6488
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Hack
238 Byram Shore Rd
Greenwich, CT 6830
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

- Hera
145 Coldbrook Rd
Bearsville, NY 12409
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Coelho
9 Lee St
Cambridge, MA 2139
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joni Pontius
115 Cayuga St
Seneca Falls, NY 13148
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rachel Edelson
32 Bay Ridge Dr Apt I
Nashua, NH 3062
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Shirley Ford
16909 Eylers Valley Rd
Emmitsburg, MD 21727
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Allen German
46 Spring St
Danbury, CT 6810
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lewis Chicklas
139 Regency Park Dr
Agawam, MA 1001
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Regina Chabarek
131 Stage Coach Rd
Chestertown, NY 12817
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Horowitz
55 Bonnie Meadow Rd
Scarsdale, NY 10583
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

david Horowitz
55 Bonnie Meadow Road
Scarsdale, NY 10583
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christine Gealy
296 Bohonnon Rd.
Danbury, NH 3230
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Daniel Kearney
16 Main St Apt 2F
East Rockaway, NY 11518
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Galia Mann-Hielscher
165 Fenimore St
Brooklyn, NY 11225
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Shirley Mccarthy
16 Rockland Park
Branford, CT 6405
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stanley Becker
370 West Broadway
Long Beach, NY, NY 11561
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

G Hande
45 Northrop Rd
West Haven, CT 6516
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thomas Harris
56 Zion Hill Rd
Salem, NH 3079
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Danielle Miele
252 Winter St
North Andover, MA 1845
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deanna Vasquez
31 Hays Rd
Waltham, MA 2453
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cassandra Treppeda
9 N Hillside Ave
Elmsford, NY 10523
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Burton
29 Brooks Dr
Stony Point, NY 10980
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Kessler
PO Box 1572
Grantham, NH 3753
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anna Kolovou
4114 58th St
Woodside, NY 11377
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donna Buscemi
2029 Mount Horeb Rd
Street, MD 21154
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Fran Grady
3 Charles St
Johnstown, NY 12095
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patrick Beaudry
41 Harley Dr
Worcester, MA 1606
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Juliet Neidish
35 W 92nd St
New York, NY 10025
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Mansfield
19912 17th Ave
Whitestone, NY 11357
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jack Ray
219 W Edgewater Way
Newark, DE 19702
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Norm & Cheryl Minekime
28300 Honeysuckle Dr
Damascus, MD 20872
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jack Foresteire
9 Illinois Rd
Tewksbury, MA 1876
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Lemont
90 Robbins Rd
Arlington, MA 2476
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Shirley Coelho
14004 Greencroft Ln
Hunt Valley, MD 21030
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Kujala
207 Fairwood Rd Apt J
Bel Air, MD 21014
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Chris Depaolo
28 Erik St # 9
Merrimack, NH 3054
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Conny Hatch
20 Bradbury St
Belfast, ME 4915
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ernest Crandall
32 Robinhood Dr
Gales Ferry, CT 6335
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Nicholson
PO Box 196
Minetto, NY 13115
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Melvin & Martha Rosenblatt
19 Decatur St
Gloucester, MA 1930
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katrina Parzych
13 Terrace Ave
New London, CT 6320
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kerry Dietz
126 Wiltshire Rd
Claymont, DE 19703
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah Pickman
111 Montague St Apt 2C
Brooklyn, NY 11201
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Wynroth
101 College St Apt 209
Burlington, VT 5401
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah Gooderham
1217 Shallcross Ave
Wilmington, DE 19806
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laurie Zastrow
26 School St Apt 2
Hull, MA 2045
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Biliske
23556 Gilpin Point Rd
Preston, MD 21655
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diane Swanson
10085 Windstream Dr Apt 1
Columbia, MD 21044
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paulette MacMillan
5106 Maple Park Ave
Gwynn Oak, MD 21207
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Shamil Patel
6809 Brookville Rd
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Adrian Juarez
104 Winspear Ave
Buffalo, NY 14214
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janet Fotos
26 Truell Rd
Hollis, NH 3049
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gambino Alvarez
41 W 112th St Apt 9L
New York, NY 10026
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nyssa Patten
49 Wade St
Newton, MA 2461
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sylvain Beloin
5 Powder Mill Ln
North Granby, CT 6060
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amanda Gabai
265 State St Apt 1502
Brooklyn, NY 11201
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Candice Martin
4815 4th Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11220
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sherry Howard
1079 E Madison Rd
Madison, ME 4950
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kevin Smith
624 Deer St
Dunkirk, NY 14048
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Gregg
604 Ivydale Rd
Wilmington, DE 19803
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ronald Carter
PO Box 377
Pine Bush, NY 12566
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Juliet Dee
4611 Sylvanus Dr
Wilmington, DE 19803
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elise Marks
87 Fairmont Pl
Burlington, VT 5408
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ryan Lamberti
125 Elm St
Waverly, NY 14892
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laura Livingston
120 W 86th St
New York, NY 10024
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karlee Walther
26 Eastleigh Ln
Natick, MA 1760
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robin Gorges
216 Main St
Montpelier, VT 5602
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alice Hilker
275 Carlisle Rd
Bedford, MA 1730
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mike Diaz
122 W 137th St
New York, NY 10030
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Georgia Conroy
1772 Lang Dr
Crofton, MD 21114
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol Steinsapir
95 Sherman St
Brooklyn, NY 11218
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carrie Kistner
266 Main St Apt 107
Windsor Locks, CT 6096
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Baudouin
9509 Vance Pl
Silver Spring, MD 20901
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deborah Weitzman
140 Crow Ridge Rd
Voorheesville, NY 12186
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pamela Roop
58 Jewett St
Georgetown, MA 1833
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Smith
259 Shaker Hill Rd
Enfield, NH 3748
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Bremmer
8 Springhouse Rd
Dryden, NY 13053
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Victoria Crawford
639 Azalea Dr
Rockville, MD 20850
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Livant
1 Jefferson Ferry Dr Apt 7274
South Setauket, NY 11720
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kevin Harper
10904 Sir Paul Pl
Clinton, MD 20735
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marcia Ferguson
227 Ann Dr
Middletown, DE 19709
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marissa Ferraro
841 N West Blvd
Massapequa, NY 11758
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donna O'Berry
4040 Fridays Ln
Owings, MD 20736
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deborah Beck
400 Decatur Ave
Peekskill, NY 10566
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Sengstock
1114 Dennis Ct
Silver Spring, MD 20901
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jean Phillips-Calapai
17 Sherwood Dr
Milford, MA 1757
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peter Kahigian
8 Country Hill Ln
Haverhill, MA 1832
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tova Cohen
4374 Bedford Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11229
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Haskell
7 Sweetbrier Ln
Scarborough, ME 4074
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diane Chatigny
PO Box 1496
Newburyport, MA 1950
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Louise Backer
340 Eastern Promenade Apt 136
Portland, ME 4101
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

B. Conelley
821 Stratford Way
Frederick, MD 21701
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Shoshana Brown
537 Walnut St
Fall River, MA 2720
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Klein
158 Winoca Rd
Fairfield, CT 6825
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Edward Scott
101 W 5th St
Frederick, MD 21701
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sheila Robinson
9430 Wandering Way
Columbia, MD 21045
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Natalka Roumeliotis
8515 94th St
Woodhaven, NY 11421
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laura Quigley
9 Gifford St
Tuckahoe, NY 10707
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Martin Lupowitz
PO Box 474
Accord, NY 12404
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Handelman
350 W 50th St Apt 15C
New York, NY 10019
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ethan Osman
22 Hillside Ave
Great Neck, NY 11021
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Don Dobesh
34 Springhoue Road
Dryden, NY 13053
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Rivera
27 Goodwill Ln
Holbrook, NY 11741
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Allison Richardson
24 Woodland Rd
Uxbridge, MA 1569
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Virginia Myung
331 East 29th St., Apt. 7O
New York, NY 10016
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Scott Butts
9 Yandow Dr
South Burlington, VT 5403
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amy Mueller
234 Laurelton Rd
Rochester, NY 14609
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jerrie Kheir
115 S Hamilton St
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lauren Steinfeld-Cavuoto
292 High Ave Apt D2
Nyack, NY 10960
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Melissa Paige
20 E 35th St Apt 4L
New York, NY 10016
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Morgaen Hansen
46 Marwill St
Albany, NY 12209
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eric Angelosanto
22 N 6th St Apt 28B
Brooklyn, NY 11249
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carl Tyndall
5 Fordham Hill Oval Apt 8F
Bronx, NY 10468
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katherine Jones
610 Biggs Ave
Frederick, MD 21702
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beth Renwick
3309 Abell Ave
Baltimore, MD 21218
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Heather Stanton
61 Roricks Glen Pkwy
Elmira, NY 14905
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sidney Mitchell
38 Lincoln St
Dover Foxcroft, ME 4426
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sean Smith
711 W End Ave
New York, NY 10025
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katrina Relyea
2000 Frost Valley Rd
Claryville, NY 12725
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judith Nicholson
215 Hills St
Chittenango, NY 13037
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kelly Dubois
1722 State Route 32
Modena, NY 12548
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donald Morrison
4502 Brownsville Hartland Rd
West Windsor, VT 5089
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Helene Gwenn
2550 30th Rd Apt 5A
Astoria, NY 11102
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carole Forman
189 Atlantic Ave Apt 3D
Brooklyn, NY 11201
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah Mcbride
23 Victoria Ln
East Falmouth, MA 2536
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ina Bari
870 Little East Neck Rd Apt A10
West Babylon, NY 11704
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brian Ditzler
1225 Noyes Dr
Silver Spring, MD 20910
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gerson Lesser, MD
5800 Arlington Ave
Bronx, NY 10471
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michelle Ryan
PO Box 606
Marlborough, NH 3455
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peter Sheridan
12 Kevin Dr
Burnt Hills, NY 12027
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ann Rossman
36 Gould St
Newport, RI 2840
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Minnick
21 Goldsmith Ave
Greenlawn, NY 11740
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Wade
267 Morris Ave
Malverne, NY 11565
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Seth Silverman
60 E End Ave
New York, NY 10028
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jay Rosin
12228 Bluffwood Ter
Clarksburg, MD 20871
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peter Garber
45 Windermere Way
Warwick, RI 2886
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peter Kahigian
PO Box 6259
Haverhill, MA 1831
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beth Macdonald
75A Wells St Apt 208
Greenfield, MA 1301
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Schneider
38 Spring Run Rd
Freeville, NY 13068
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rob Fisher
17 Oak St E
Farmingdale, NY 11735
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Marino
4 Chase Ln
Foxboro, MA 2035
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michele Busler
30 Main St
Townsend, MA 1469
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deanna Cleary
PO Box 3
Cherry Plain, NY 12040
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary deGozzaldi
19 Mount Gilboa Rd
Westmoreland, NH 3467
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laura Raymond
1 Seaside Ave
Guilford, CT 6437
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Chuck Roberts
PO Box 25
Wallace, NY 14809
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christopher Hughes
18 Crestview Dr
Westborough, MA 1581
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sheila Stone Gnsh
22 Meadowbrook Pkwy
Buffalo, NY 14206
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Martha Murray
14 Park St Apt 110
Kennebunk, ME 4043
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dane Labonte
42 Clark Rd
Fiskdale, MA 1518
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Irene Feldman
18 Father Capodanno Blvd Apt 3J
Staten Island, NY 10305
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Melanie Stopyra
109 Thurber St
Syracuse, NY 13210
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

April Lewis
400 Gunby Rd
Salisbury, MD 21804
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Peterson
5 Hilltop Dr
Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Helen Mcardle
64 Mammoth Rd
Londonderry, NH 3053
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Larraine Best
536 E 82nd St Apt 2C
New York, NY 10028
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Muir
2679 Dunbar Woods Rd
Marcellus, NY 13108
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Forrest
138 Troup St
Rochester, NY 14608
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eric Bronner
141 Morse Rd
Sudbury, MA 1776
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Georgia Neill
PO Box 806
North Truro, MA 2652
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sue Nuccio
608 Plymouth Dr
Syracuse, NY 13206
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

David J. Lafond
70 Brown Ave
Holyoke, MA 1040
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Oscar Zamora
3510 150th St Apt L6
Flushing, NY 11354
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deborah Hoffmann
501 Lamarck Dr
Buffalo, NY 14225
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Evan Krichevsky
9205 Copenhaver Dr
Potomac, MD 20854
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Frank Orifici
8 Trimble Trl
Kensington, NH 3833
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diane Mesirow
4970 Sentinel Dr Apt 206
Bethesda, MD 20816
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diane Mesirow
4970 Sentinel Drive
Bethesda, MD 20816
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carole Vecchry
6 Woodman Way Unit 107
Newburyport, MA 1950
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Adam Vrbanic
1710 Ave H
Brooklyn, NY 11230
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Fritsch
255 Upper Garland Rd
Dexter, ME 4930
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beth Garcia
9 Hazel Rd
Groton, MA 1450
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maria Benitez
20 Waterside Plz
New York, NY 10010
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joseph And Sandra Windwalker
4211 Mormon Hollow Rd
Corning, NY 14830
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Frey
5 Tims Ln
Hockessin, DE 19707
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robin Blier
1248 Route 212
Saugerties, NY 12477
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Claudia Greco
1715 Hendrickson St
Brooklyn, NY 11234
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Babula
2175B Route 20A
Varysburg, NY 14167
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Konstan
10 Cordner Rd
Belchertown, MA 1007
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charmaine Hildebrand
PO Box 295
Portsmouth, NH 3802
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jessica Wuerstle
14 N Jerboa St
Dunkirk, NY 14048
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Johnston
112 Grove Pl
West Haven, CT 6516
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marcia Wilkins
56 Flax Hill Rd
Brookfield, CT 6804
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Perkins
180 W End Ave Apt 27F
New York, NY 10023
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debbie McCarthy
188 Hare St
Phillips, ME 4966
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alyssa Solazzo
84 Elliott Pl
Freeport, NY 11520
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Pirtle-Connelly
1803 Winans Ave
Baltimore, MD 21227
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marion Gannett
157 Old Peterborough Rd
Dublin, NH 3444
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anastasia Antonacos
243 State St Apt 2L
Portland, ME 4101
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dmitry Landa
8330 98th St Apt 5G
Woodhaven, NY 11421
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Madeline Boughter
4 Fairview Ave
Hanover, NH 3755
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marya Friedman
315 8th Ave
New York, NY 10001
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jacqui Lipschitz
85 Boniface Dr
Rochester, NY 14620
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Aimee Whitman
28 Wood Rd
Bedford Hills, NY 10507
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Beck
1130 Main Dalton Rd
Windsor, MA 1270
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Bosman
81 Somerset Ave
Mastic, NY 11950
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anastasia Hanifan
35 Glenbrook Rd
Hicksville, NY 11801
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Irma Neiman
1 Town House Pl Apt 3J
Great Neck, NY 11021
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Denise Gifford
119 3rd Ave, 1st fl
Rensselaer, NY 12144
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Louise Hetzler
25 Endicott Drive
Westborough, MA 1581
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brent Miller
771 Hill Road
Clinton, ME 4927
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anne Bucher
1653 Bayview Ave
Bronx, NY 10465
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

anthony smith
121 e elm st.
oneida, NY 13421
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Frances Gagnon
50 Lincoln Street
Franklin, MA 2038
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Thorpe
1220 Langford Creek Rd
Van Etten, NY 14889
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katerina Naumenko
161 Butler Rd
Poland, NY 13431
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Naomi Basner
1043 East 216th Street #3
Bronx, NY 10469
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sharon Humphries-Brooks
3857 Fountain Street
Clinton, NY 13323
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paul Ajoue
1735 Oak Grove Dr
North Dighton, MA 2764
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Meryl Pappas
23 Dustin Young Lane
Billerica, MA 1821
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

david j. lafond
70 Brown Avenue
Holyoke, MA 1040
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

George and Frances Alderson
112 Hilton Ave.
Catonsville, MD 21228
Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for joining together to protect the climate, reduce pollution from power plants, create jobs, and grow the regional economy by proposing a stronger future for the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). A stronger RGGI program saves people's lives and families and businesses money. It means a cleaner environment and more prosperous communities.

As you commit to reduce pollution limits from big power plants by 30% from 2020 to 2030, please make sure the benefits support those who have been most overburdened by that pollution and underserved by regional economic opportunities. Please close the loophole that allows large plants composed of many small units to avoid paying for their pollution and invest more in communities on the frontlines of pollution, climate disruption, and poverty.

In addition, I encourage you to apply the lessons learned from the RGGI program to help limit, price, and reduce climate pollution from transportation and heating fuels as well. Without a path to drive pollution reductions from these sectors, we will not be able to achieve our climate goals. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Herman Diaz
36 mozart st
Jamaica Plain, MA 2130